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ABSTRACT 
 Disomic alien addition lines (DAALs, 2n=42) were generated from an intersubgeneric 
cross between Glycine max and its perennial relative G. tomentella.  All the DAALs were nearly 
identical but had distinct morphology from either of the parents.  In some DAAL rows, “off-
type” plants were found as the result of the DAAL losing the extra pair of G. tomentella 
chromosomes, and the derived disomic progenies (2n=40) possess phenotypes that no longer 
resembled the progenitor DAAL or the parents.  The objective of this research was to document 
the wide phenotypic and genetic variation among the DAAL-derived disomic progenies and to 
understand the source of phenotypic and genetic variation.  In the replicated field study, greater 
phenotypic variation was documented and compared to previous study.  Genotypic data 
identified genome-wide variation and the genetic distances ranged from 0.05 to 0.44 among the 
disomic progenies.   The genetic variants found for three soybean traits: pubescence color, stem 
termination, and seed coat color were previously known, except for a novel grey pubescence 
allele.  But whether this allele exists in other soybean accessions remains unknown.  Three high 
protein lines derived from DAALs were used to create mapping populations for seed protein and 
oil concentration.  LG12-7063 was found to carry QTLs for high seed protein concentration on 
chromosome 20 and 6.  These regions have been reported in soybean before, and no evidence 
supported that the source to high seed protein originated from G. tomentella.   
While the DAALs lost the extra G. tomentella chromosomes at an average frequency of 
4% from 2013 and 2016, deviant plants with recessive-to-dominant changes were found within 
rows that had a recessive phenotype at a rate of 0.7%.  Genotypic data also showed that the 
deviants from progenitor with a recessive trait and off-types plants collected within DAAL rows 
were highly heterozygous, and the heterozygosity spread across at least seven chromosomes in 
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the genome.  This indicates that cross-pollination, which is high unusual among soybeans, could 
likely be the cause of both the off-type plants after the loss of the two G. tomentella 
chromosomes from the DAAL, as well as the recessive-to-dominant phenotypic changes to the 
deviants.  However, this hypothesis requires further research to confirm. 
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CHAPTER 1  
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Glycine genus 
 Glycine Willd. is a genus in the bean family Leguminosae, subfamily Papilinoideae, and 
tribe Phaseoleae.  It has two subgenera, Soja (Moench) F.J. Herm. (annual) and Glycine 
(perennial).  The subgenus Soja contains the cultivated soybean G. max (L.) Merr. and its wild 
relative G. soja.  Although they are considered two different species, crossed flowers can 
fertilize to produce viable seed that germinate normally, and no fertilization barrier was observed 
in the hybridization between G. max and G. soja (Singh and Hymowitz, 1999).  The Glycine 
subgenus currently consists of 26 perennial species, which are indigenous to Australia, and some 
species found on various Pacific islands, including Papua New Guinea, Japan, Philippines, and 
Taiwan.   
 Harlan and de Wet (1971) characterized the total available gene pool of a cultivated 
species by assigning relative species into primary (GP-1), secondary (GP-2), and tertiary (GP-3) 
gene pools.  The GP-1 corresponds to the genetic material that comes from the same biological 
species.  Hybridization among individuals of this gene pool is easy, and hybrids are fertile with 
perfect chromosome pairing and normal gene segregation.  The GP-1 of soybean contains all 
soybean (G. max) and wild soybean (G. soja) germplasm.   GP-2 includes the species that cross 
with the cultigen however it will suffer from reproductive barrier.  Hybrids are usually sterile and 
the chromosomes pair poorly.  No species fits in the description of GP-2 of soybean.  Among 
GP-3, crosses can be made but the hybrids are completely sterile or lethal.  Usually radical or 
extreme efforts are necessary to bypass the biological barriers and make gene transfer possible.  
Such efforts include tissue culture (Comeau and Plourde, 1987; Kumarm et al., 1988; van Tuyl et 
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al., 2000), chromosome doubling (Singh et al., 1990; Chen and Kirkbride, 2000), grafting 
(Badami et al., 1997;  Guo and Deng, 1998), in vitro fertilization (Zenkteler, 1990), protoplast 
fusion (Grosser et al., 1996), and bridging species (Singh, 1985; Mallikarjuna et al., 2010).  All 
26 perennial species in the Glycine subgenus make up the GP-3 of cultivated soybean.  There 
have been attempts to make wide crosses with the perennial since 1979 (Broue et al., 1979; 
Ladizinsky et al., 1979; Grant et al., 1986; Singh and Hymowitz, 1987; Newell et al., 1987; 
Chung and Kim, 1991).  Partially fertile progenies with 2n= 118 were produced from the wide 
crosses in 1990 (Singh et al.) and fully fertile 2n=40 progenies were reported much later (Singh 
and Nelson, 2014, 2015).  Only G. tomentella accessions have been successfully used in wide 
crosses and produced fertile progenies.  
 
Soybean composition 
Soybean is an invaluable crop globally for its versatility to be used as an oil crop or 
protein source.  Soybean in North American has been through intensive agricultural efforts in 
improving yield since 1924 (Carter et al., 2004; Fox et al., 2013).  Its yield has been increased 
from 740 kg/ha to 3460 kg/ha in 2016 (USDA-NASS, 2016).  The average increase rate for yield 
was estimated at 23.4 kg/ha each year between 1924 and 2010 under the integrated effort of 
genetic improvement, agronomic optimization and integrated pest management (Fox et al., 
2013).  The United States used to be the predominant supplier in global soybean seeds, but 
recently Brazil and Argentina has been increasing dramatically in soybean production.  In 2015, 
Brazil produced 100 million metric tons of soybeans (31% of the global production), which is 
only 2% less than the US soybean production in global share (33%) (USDA-FAS,2015).  
Argentina is another important competitor in soybean production that produced 18% of the 
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soybean in the world in 2015.  The cost to produce a soybean crop in Brazil is much lower than 
in the US, largely because of the significantly lower land cost (Leibold et al., 2001).  This puts 
the US soybean production in a disadvantage in global trade.   
Soybean in the modern era is mainly processed through oil extraction, and then the 
residual is processed to soybean meal (SBM).  SBM has the highest level of crude protein 
compared to other vegetable protein sources, and it has a balanced essential amino acids profile 
that nearly meets the full amino acid nutritional requirement for poultry and swine (Lewis and 
Southern, 2000).  The oil and protein composition of the seeds determines the quality and value 
of the crop as 60% of the value of raw soybean is derived from SBM (Hartwig, 1973).  Although 
the traditional value of soybean is based on yield, seed quality is one of the customer needs that 
will play an increasing role in the purchasing decisions.  Thus, one way to offset the production 
cost disadvantage of US soybean in the world market is to advance the quality of US soybeans 
such as by improving its seed protein concentration. 
On average, soybean consists of 40% protein, 35% carbohydrates, and 20% oil, but there 
is a wide range of variation among the accessions in the USDA Soybean Germplasm Collection 
(Wilson, 2004).  Protein concentration among the soybean accessions ranges from 31.7% to 
57.9% with a median of 44.4% of seed dry mass, while the recorded minimum and maximum oil 
concentrations are 6.5% and 25.6% with a median of 18.3% of seed dry mass (USDA-ARS, 
2016).  Soybeans produced in different geological regions also deviate greatly from the average 
protein and oil contents.  Soybeans from China have been shown to consist of more crude protein 
concentration (44.9.1% of dry mass) than those from the US (37.1%) or Brazil (39.3%), and 
those from the US contain greater oil concentration (18.7% of dry mass) than those from the 
other two countries, Brazil (18.7%) and China (17.2%) (Grieshop and Fahey, 2001; Karr-
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Lilienthal et al., 2004).  Soybeans grown in different regions within the US also have notable 
variations.  Comparing to the southern soybean-growing states, soybeans from northern or 
western states is 1.5 to 2 % lower in protein concentration and 0.2 to 0.5% greater in oil 
concentrations (Hurburgh et al., 1990). By 2001, the difference in soybean protein concentration 
between lower north and higher south planting regions has been expanded to over three 
percentage points (Hurburgh, 2001).  From 1994 to 2004, the variability in seed protein 
concentrations has been increasing within regions and across years, the variability of oil 
concentration increased within regions but decreased across years (Brumm and Hurburgh, 2006).  
The variability likely arises from meteorological or climatic effects.  Seed oil can be elevated by 
hot temperature but suppressed by drought during seed development stage (Howell and Cartter, 
1958; Specht et al., 2001).  In a greenhouse study, protein concentration has been shown to 
increase up to 19% in high temperature environment (day/night temperature of 33/28˚C) (Wolf et 
al., 1982).  The protein response to water resource has been suggested to be cultivar dependent, 
cultivar ‘Dwight’ had 2% higher protein concentration when irrigated than non-irrigated; while 
cultivar ‘Freedom’ in the same study had 7% higher protein under non-irrigated versus irrigated 
conditions (Bellaloui and Mengistu, 2007).  
Soybean seed protein concentration is a quantitatively inherited trait and is controlled by 
multiple genes or quantitative trait loci (QTLs).  Seed protein and oil concentrations has high 
heritability, especially with wide parental differences (Brim, 1973; Burton, 1987).  Its inheritance 
has been suggested to be majorly controlled by additive effects rather than dominance since the 
population means and mid-parent values do not differ (Thorne and Fehr, 1970; Chung et al., 
2003).  SoyBase currently lists 146 protein/oil-related QTLs that have been reported over the 
past two decades (Soybase, 2016).  The genomic tools that were used to map the seed protein 
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QTLs have been evolved from restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) markers 
(Lander et al., 1987; Lander and Botstein, 1989; Diers et al., 1992) to single sequence repeat 
(SSR) markers (Sebolt et al., 2000; Chung et al., 2003; Nichols et al., 2006), then to next 
generation sequencing (Bolon et al., 2010).  Two major QTLs were identified to control seed 
protein and oil concentrations on linkage groups A and K using RFLP markers in a F2-derived 
population from a cross between a G. max and a G. soja accession (Diers et al., 1992).  Later, 
linkage groups A and K were renamed linkage groups E and I (Shoemaker and Specht, 1995), 
and then chromosomes (Chr) 15 and 20 accordingly (Song et al., 2004; Hyten et al., 2010).  In a 
seed composition mapping population that was derived from a parent with 25% G. soja lineage, 
an environmentally stable QTL for seed protein and oil concentration was also mapped to the 
same region on Chr20 (Brummer et al., 1997), which suggests that G. soja may share the same 
high protein allele with G. max.  Sebolt et al (2000) successfully showed that seed protein 
concentration can be improved by backcrossing the high seed protein QTL allele from G. soja on 
Chr20 with marker assisted selection; however, this allele was significantly associated with less 
oil concentration, lower yield, smaller seeds, taller plants, and earlier maturity.  Through a test of 
multiple BC4 and BC5 populations, The QTL for high protein on Chr20 was localized to a 3 cM 
interval between the SSR marker Satt239 and the amplified fragment length polymorphism 
(AFLP) marker ACG9b (Nichols et al., 2006a).  Since this QTL cqPRO-003 was confirmed by 
the rules developed by Soybean Genetics Committee, it was given an official QTL designation of 
cqSeed protein-003 in Soybase.  Chr20 protein QTL were further delineated to a the 8.4 Mbp 
region, and within, thirteen genes displayed significant expression differences among a near-
isogenic line population differing in seed protein concentration and introgressed segments of the 
QTL (Bolon et al., 2010). The QTL associated with high seed protein on Chr15 was also 
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identified in another two soybean RIL populations using RFLP markers, and the QTL was 
verified by Fasoula et al. in parallele populations (2004) and listed as official designation 
cqPRO-001.  Kim et al (2016) fine mapped the protein QTL on Chr15 to a 535 kb by evaluating 
six families of BC1 lines from the recurrent parent Williams 82 and high protein line PI 
407788A with 96 BARCSOYSSR markers developed by Song et al. (2010), which is providing 
important information for future gene cloning or marker assisted selection.  Except for the two 
major QTLs on Chr20 and Chr15, the other listed seed protein QTLs in Soybase either failed in 
confirmation, possibly identified due to false positive error or because of population and 
environment specificity, or remain to be confirmed. 
Marker assisted selection proved to be efficient in increasing seed protein concentration 
in scientific studies, but the efforts to improve soybean cultivar composition have been largely 
impeded by strong negative correlations between seed protein concentration and seed oil 
concentration, and between seed protein concentration and agronomic traits (Brim, 1973; Brim 
and Burton, 1979; Wehrmann et al., 1987; Hurburgh et al., 1990; Wilcox and Cavins, 1995; 
Wilcox, 1998; Cober and Voldeng, 2000).  This suggests that improvement of seed protein might 
lead to decrease in seed oil concentration and/or loss in yield no matter through genetic or 
agronomic methods.  While the USDA soybean germplasm has accessions with wide ranges of 
seed protein and oil concentrations, not many accessions in the USDA soybean germplasm 
collection have both protein and oil concentrations at or above their respective medians.  Special 
breeding schemes were designed to circumvent the inverse correlation and to increase yield of a 
high protein population, for example, through use of a recurrent selection index (Kenworthy and 
Brim, 1979; Wilcox, 1998).  ‘Proline’ was the first commercial cultivar that achieved 
considerable yield gain without reduction in seed protein concentration using this method 
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(Burton et al., 1999).  Other efforts may focus on seeking different sources of high protein, for 
example, the inverse correlation between seed protein and yield was determined to be significant 
in indeterminate lines, but not significant within determinate lines suggesting determinate lines 
might be a better source for progenies with a combination of good yield and improved protein 
concentrations (Wilcox and Zhang, 1997).    
  Protein synthesis is a complex process that involves a multitude of enzymatic reactions 
from amino acid recruitment to storage protein assembly (Herman and Larkins, 1999).  The fact 
that most seed protein and oil QTLs have pleiotropic negative effects or statistically linked to 
low oil and low yield (Chung et al., 2003) significantly hinders the progress in the development 
of high protein cultivars.  If the pleiotropy hypothesis is true, QTLs will have very limited use in 
any future commercial breeding project due to lack of commercial potential.  Or if the coupling 
phase is the causal factor in the identified QTLs, breaking the tightly linked genes would require 
a lot effort to generate the desired recombination event.  While verifying the identified QTL is 
important to practical use of these QTLs in any breeding program, an alternative way is to look 
for new genetic sources of high seed protein, possibly a new allele or a new locus. 
 
Natural cross-pollination in soybean 
Soybean has a typical papilionaceous flower.  The five-parted corolla consists of two 
anterior keel petals, two lateral wing petals and a posterior banner petal.  The ten stamens occur 
in diadelphous pattern, in which nine of the filaments of the stamens are fused and one remains 
separate.  The style is about half the length of the ovary and curves towards the separate posterior 
stamen.  The diadelphous stamens form a ring on top of the stigma at the time of pollination.  
This structure determines the high percentage of self-pollination in soybean because pollen sheds 
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directly on the stigma when it matures (Williams, 1950; Carlson and Lersten, 2004).  The 
pollination has been reported to take place before the flower opens in the advanced bud stage 
(Dzikowski, 1936).   
Soybean is considered a self-pollinating species, but its natural cross-pollination rate 
fluctuates widely depending on the environment.  The first documented natural cross-pollination 
was by Piper and Morse in the Arlington Experimental Farms in Virginia (1910) and it reported 
that although soybean was frequently visited by bees, the percentage of the natural hybrids was 
no greater than 0.5%, because the soybean stigma was completely covered with pollen when the 
flower opens.  Woodworth (1922) conducted the first field experiment determining the natural 
cross-pollination rate in Madison, Wisconsin was 0.16%, but presumably this rate would differ 
by soybean variety, field location, and growth season.  Other studies evaluated natural cross-
pollination rates in different locations, 0.14% to 0.36% in 1922 and 1923 in Ohio (Garber and 
Odland, 1926), 0.03% to 0.44% in early 1960s (Caviness, 1966) and 0.09% to 1.63% in early 
1990s (Ahrent and Caviness, 1994) in Arkansas, as much as 8.3% in 1975 Georgia (Boerma and 
Moradshahi, 1975), 0.11% to 0.74% from 1979 to 1982 in New Hampshire (Chiang and Kiang, 
1987), 0.03% to 0.41% in 2001 and average of 1.8% in 2002 at Mississippi  (Ray et al., 2003), 
and 0.16%-0.19% in 2001 and 2002 in Japan (Yoshimura et al., 2006). 
Natural cross-pollination rates across ploidy levels in G. max and species in the Glycine 
genus varies differently in each scenario.  Between fertile diploids (2n=40) and autotetraploids 
(2n=80), the frequency of out-crossing varied from 0.04% to 0.07% in Ames, IA, which were 
considerably lower when in contrast to the rate among fertile diploids, 0.17% (Sadanaga and 
Grindeland, 1981).  The rate of male-sterile diploids outcrossing to tetraploids was 62%, and 
among the progenies aneuploids, tetraploid and mixoploid were found.  Natural hybridization 
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between cultivated soybean and wild soybean (G. soja) occurs in both directions with an average 
frequency of 0.73% (Nakayama and Yamaguchi, 2002), while wild soybean has a higher average 
outcrossing rate of 0.09% to 19% comparing to cultivated soybean (Kiang et al., 1992; Fujita et 
al., 1997; Kuroda et al., 2008; Mizuguti et al., 2010).  Interspecific hybridization between 
cultivated soybean and its perennial relatives does not occur naturally due to incompatibility and 
involved radical measures (Ladizinsky et al., 1979; Singh et al., 1987; Newell et al., 1987). 
There are two essential factors for soybean natural hybridization to take place, first the 
flower fails at self-pollination, and then insect vectors pollinate the unfertilized flower with 
foreign pollen.  Thus, soybean genetics plays a primary role in determining the possibility of 
success in natural cross-pollination.  The natural cross-pollination rate in full or partial male 
sterile soybean are tens of folds higher than in fertile lines, and it would reach as high as 99% 
(Caviness et al., 1970; Brim and Young, 1971; Singh, 1972; Boerma and Moradshahi, 1975; 
Davis and Van der Vliet, 1979; Nelson and Bernard, 1979; Koelling et al., 1981; Delannay and 
Palmer, 1982; Buss, 1983).  Other mutation could result in higher outcrossing rate as well.  A 
mutant, T31, with altered cell wall structure on anthers has up to 10% natural hybridization rate 
(Culbertson and Hymowitz, 1990).  Increased natural outcrossing was found after radiation 
exposure and ethyl methanesulphonate treatment (Beard and Knowles, 1971).  Certain cultivars 
are earlier in the fertilization timing and gives less chance to cross-pollination than others.  
Cultivars Chippewa 64 and Clark, which shared parentage, were found to be completely 
cleistogamous in Madison, Wisconsin and Urbana, Illinois that inhibited bee visitation (Jaycox, 
1970; Erickson, 1975).  Soybean varieties that have higher nutrition value tend to be more 
attractive to the pollinators, because bees forage soybean field for honey production (Erickson, 
1984).  For example, cultivar Hark was high in the percentage of solved solids in nectar to attract 
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bees and its frequent visit by bees was thought to be of potential for yield increase (Erickson, 
1975).   
Although the primary factor to cross-pollination is soybean genotype, the availability of 
insect pollinators is also one of the limiting factors.  Koelling et al (1981) found that when male-
sterile Williams caged with pollen vectors such as honey bees and alfalfa leafcutting bees, the 
hybrid pods increased to around 19 per plant, comparing to 2 per plant in cages without vectors 
and 5 per plant in open cages.  Dai et al (2017) compared the natural cross-pollination rate 
between cytoplasm-nuclear male sterile (CMS) lines and their maintainer lines, and found that 
without the presence of pollinators the ratios of pod-set and seed-set in CMS lines to maintainer 
were 2.1% to 1.6%, in contrast to 57.8 and 45.3% in room with bees and 47.3% and 41.4% in 
open field.   The cross-pollination rate is higher in some areas (Boerma and Moradshahi, 1975; 
Ray et al., 2003) than others (Woodworth, 1922; Garber and Odland, 1926) because of their 
differences in the number and types of insect pollinators.  Because pollen movement depends on 
insect pollinators, the distance from the pollen source to the receptor was found to be related to 
outcrossing rate as well.  Bees prefer linear forage in soybean field so that within-row cross-
pollination is more likely to occur than between-row cross-pollination (Boerma and Moradshahi, 
1975).  Cross-pollination became less likely to occur as the travel distance increased.  Yoshimura 
et al (2006) observed the maximum distance of pollen travel was between 2.8 to 3.5 meter.  In 
the Cerrado region of Brazil, natural cross-pollination occurred on plants separated by 1 meter at 
a frequency of 0.52% (Abud et al., 2007).  This frequency decreased drastically as the distance 
increases and dropped to 0% as the distance reached 10 meters, which is in consistence with the 
result in southern Illinois (Nelson and Bernard,1979).  
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CHAPTER 2  
REPLICATED FIELD EVALUATION ON THE PROGENIES DERIVED FROM DISOMIC 
ALIEN ADDITION LINES FROM AN INTERSUBGENERIC HYBRIDIZATION BETWEEN 
G. MAX AND G. TOMENTELLA 
Disomic alien addition lines (DAALs) derived from the same monosomic alien addition 
line from an intersubgeneric hybridization between G. max and G. tomentella had nearly 
identical morphology but were distinct from most other soybeans.  These lines had 40 soybean 
chromosomes from Dwight and a pair of two homologous chromosomes from PI 441001.   The 
plants were indeterminate, had tawny pubescence, purple flowers, brown pods, and yellow seeds 
with a black hilum, which are consistent with characteristics of the soybean parent, Dwight.  
However, the DAAL plants matured later and were shorter than Dwight.  The seed protein and 
oil concentrations of the DAALs were of no difference from Dwight, but the seed size was much 
smaller.  DAALs also had shorter internodes and poorer pod set.  The leaves tended to be rugose, 
often stayed green, and did not abscise properly at maturity.  The extra pair of homologous 
chromosomes from G. tomentella in the DAALs was expected to transmit properly through 
meiosis and a selfed DAAL would be able to maintain its 42 chromosomes.  However, the 
DAALs were not always genetically stable.  The extra chromosomes were occasionally lost from 
the genome and some of the derived disomic progenies possessed a unique phenotype and no 
longer resembled the progenitor DAAL or the soybean parent Dwight.  A wide phenotypic 
variation was reported in my Master’s thesis among the disomic progeny population; however, 
new disomic progeny with novel phenotypes kept appearing from the DAAL rows and the range 
of the phenotypic variation exceeded the previous documentation. 
The objective of this research was to reassess the phenotypic and genotypic variation 
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within the progeny population derived from a DAAL through a replicated field study.  This study 
was expected to generate a comprehensive documentation of this DAAL-derived population.  
Also, comparing the current phenotypic variation to my previous field study would give insights 
to the dynamics of how this population has been phenotypically evolving over time.  The 
purpose of the original cross between a soybean and a perennial Glycine was to introduce novel 
genes to modern soybean and expand its genetic diversity.  This chapter also looks for evidence 
of G. tomentella gene introgression among the progeny population. 
 
Materials and Methods 
In 2015, approximately 2000 single plant rows derived from the original DAAL were 
planted in the field, from which a total of 185 single plants with morphologies distinctly different 
from the DAAL progenitor or the soybean parents were selected to represent the phenotypic 
variation in the 2016 field research.  Although the 185 lines were derived from a DAAL, they all 
had lost the extra pair of G. tomentella chromosomes and had been selfed for two generations.  
This field study was conducted at the University of Illinois Crop Sciences Research and 
Education Center in Urbana, IL.  Selected plants were grown in 2.1 m rows with 36 viable seeds 
planted in each row and 0.9 m between rows.  There were two replications in a randomized 
complete block design.  The check rows included MN1410, LD02-4485, IA3023, LG06-7620, 
Dwight, and two DAALs in each experimental block.  Soybean seeds from each row were bulk 
harvested for recording seed traits. 
 Phenotypic data were collected on each row including qualitative traits: flower color, 
pubescence color, pod color, stem termination, seed color, and hilum color, and quantitative 
traits: plant height (cm), lodging score (from 1 to 10, with 1 being erect), maturity date (days 
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after May 31), 100 seed weight (g), and seed protein and oil concentrations (g/kg).  Protein and 
oil concentrations were measured using a Perten Diode Array 7200 Near-infrared spectroscopy 
instrument (NIR, Perten Instrument, Sweden) in the Moose lab at the University of Illinois.  
Since the NIR can only produce accurate measurements on yellow seeds, the protein and oil 
concentrations for entries with non-yellow seed coat color were not acquired.  All seed 
concentrations were reported in 13% moisture base. 
 Statistical analysis was performed for each quantitative trait using entry number as a 
fixed effect and block as a random effect.  And the statistical model is as following: 
 Yi(j)k = μ +  Gk + ai + εijkl 
Yi(j)k is the observation of kth GENOTYPE in the ith BLOCK. 
μ is the grand mean. 
ai is the random effect of ith BLOCK. 
εijkl is the random error of the kth GENOTYPE in the ith BLOCK, and assumed to 
be normally and independently distributed (0, σe2). 
R packages were used for all the statistical analyses.  The R package “lme4” (Bates et al., 2016) 
built the mixed model above and performed analysis of variance for each quantitative trait, and 
the package “lmerTest” (Kuznetsova et al., 2015) was used for Least Square Means calculation 
from the mixed model for each entry.  The differences of LSMeans among entries were tested at 
a significance level of 0.05.   
 DNA samples for each entry were extracted from bulked young leaf tissue of 8-10 
seedlings using the CTAB method (Rogers and Bendich, 1989) (reference).  A two-enzyme 
restriction digest was employed to construct a genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) library of DNA 
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fragments with forward and reverse adaptors on each end of the restriction fragment (Poland et 
al., 2012).  The two restriction endonucleases used were a six-base-cutter, HindIII (AAGCTT), 
and a more frequent four-base-cutter, MseI (TTAA).  The forward adaptor contained a barcode 
with a HindIII overhang, and the reverse adaptor had an MseI overhang.  The set of distinct 
barcodes that ranged from 4 to 9 nt was designed using a Java based algorithm to allow 
multiplex sequencing of the library.  A total of five 96-plex barcodes were generated for the 
populations.  After restriction digestion and ligation, the DNA samples were purified using 
Agencourt AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter Life Sciences, Indianapolis, IN, USA) at a 
concentration designed to recover amplicons that are greater than 100 bp in length.  A Y-adaptor 
that perfectly matched the reverse primer in PCR amplification was designed to bind to the 
reverse primer and prevent amplification of MseI-MseI fragments during the first PCR 
amplification cycle.  The amplification thermal cycler program annealed at 98°C for 30s, 
followed by 15 cycles of 10 s at 98°C, 30s at 68°C and 30s at 72°C, and then a 5min final 
extension at 75°C.  The combination of the use of a Y-adaptor, plus a short elongation time of 30 
seconds, favored the amplifaction of only HindIII-MseI fragments that were less than 500 bp in 
length. The libraries were sequenced on a HiSeq2500 (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA) with 100 
base pair single-end reads at the Roy J. Carver Biotechnology Center at the University of Illinois 
at Urbana-Champaign.   
A pipeline was developed to process the Illumina raw sequence read data and perform 
SNP callings for soybean (Daniel Wickland, unpublished).  The pipeline used the publicly 
available software Stacks (Catchen et al., 2013), BWA (Li and Durbin, 2009), SAMtools (Li et 
al., 2009), BCFtools , and VCFtools (Danecek et al., 2011).  First, Stacks demultiplexed the raw 
sequence read data by separating reads from each line into individual fastq files by its unique 
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barcode.  The separated sequence reads from each line were aligned to the G. max Wm82.a2.v1 
reference genome using BWA.  Then, SAMtools mpileup summarized the alignment information 
and calculated the likelihood of each genotype for BCFtools to call SNPs.  The obtained usable 
SNPs, the raw SNPs were later filtered using VCFtools for minimum read depth of 2, minor 
allele frequency of 0.05, and maximum missing data of 0.5.  Genetic distances between SNPs 
were obtained from TASSEL Distance Matrix (Bradbury et al., 2007), that defines genetic 
distance as 1- identity by state (IBS), which is the probability of drawing identical alleles from 
two individuals at random.   Lines with less than 40% genotyped markers were dropped from the 
distance calculation. 
Selected disomic progenies from the replicated field with traits of interests were closely 
examined for the genetics on the corresponding loci.  The T locus that encodes a flavonoid 3'-
hydroxylase gene (F3’H) in soybean was sequenced for the single base pair deletion in the gene 
of each selected entry.  Primers were designed to amplify the promoter (F3h-1F and F3h-1R) and 
each exon region (F3h(2-4)-F and F3h(2-4)-R) of F3’H gene based on the Glyma.06G202300 
gene sequence from G. max Wm82.a2.v1 reference genome (Table 2.1).  PCR reaction started 
with a 1 m denature at 94˚C, followed by 30 cycles of amplification with 30 s at 94˚C, 1 min at 
55˚C, and 8 min at 72˚C, and ended with a 10 min final extension at 72˚C.  On the Dt1 locus, 
two approximately 1 kb genomic DNA fragments in the Gmtfl1 gene were amplified using 
primers provided by Tian et al. (2010) for sequencing.  The amplified genomic DNA from 
primer pair GmTfl1-frag2F and GmTfl1-frag2R contained the SNP position corresponding to 
GmTfl1-ta allele, while the second sequence from primer pair GmTfl1-frag3F and GmTfl1-
frag3R had the other three SNPs for GmTfl1-ab, GmTfl1-tb, and GmTfl1-bb.  PCR programs for 
the two fragments were the same as the reactions for F3’H gene, except the annealing 
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temperature for GmTfl1-frag2 primer pair was 58˚C and for GmTfl1-frag3 pair was 53˚C.  All 
reactions were using ex taq (TAKARA) and amplified fragments were sequenced at the Keck 
Center at the University of Illinois.  Sequence alignment and variant detection were performed in 
Sequencher (Sequencher® version 5.4.6 DNA sequence analysis software) and Clustal Omega 
(Sievers et al., 2011).   
For the I locus, a set of nine PCRs documented in Clough et al. (2004) and Tuteja et al. 
(2004) were modified to verify the CHS duplicated inverted repeat in the disomic progeny.  The 
primers from literature were used for the PCR sets (Table 2.1).  A two-stage touchdown PCR 
program was designed for amplifying all nine fragments.  An initial denaturation of 2 min at 
96˚C preceded a first stage that the melting temperature decreases from 65˚C to 55˚C by 1˚C 
every cycle and a second state of 25 amplification cycles with constant melting temperature of 
55˚C.  The denaturation and elongation steps in both stages were held at 96˚C for 30 s and 68˚C 
at 2 min 30 s.  A final elongation of 6 min at 68˚C followed the second stage.  PCR products 
were visualized in 1% agarose gels.   
 
Results and Discussion 
Phenotypic variation among the DAAL-derived disomic progenies 
The disomic progeny population exhibited a wide range of phenotypic variation (Figure 
2.1 and Table 2.2).  Certain lines shared some characteristics with Dwight, but some were 
obviously different from the soybean parent Dwight, G. tomentella PI 441001, and the progenitor 
DAAL.  Various qualitative traits did not exist in either of the parents or the DAAL, and 
therefore they were not expected in the progeny population, such as: gray and light tawny 
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pubescence; tan pods; determinate growth type; white flowers; seed coat colors other than black 
or yellow; and hilum colors other than black.  Several phenotypes were newly emerged after 
2014 and were not included in the previous study (Wang, 2015).  For example, light tawny 
pubescence (or near-grey, TT tdtd), which it is controlled by the epistatic effects of the T and Td 
loci (Bernard, 1975).  The emergence of a light tawny phenotype is suggestive of a recent change 
on the Td locus; however, little is known about the function of this locus except that it was 
suspected to encode a regulatory gene controlling flavone biosynthesis (Iwashina et al., 2006).  
The new additions of seed coat colors among the progeny population, such as brown (ii rr O_ 
T_), imperfect black (ii R_ tt), buff (ii rr tt), and reddish brown (ii rr oo T_) suggested that an ii 
genotype have emerged in more progenies lines with different genetic compositions.  Reddish 
brown seed coat requires a homologous recessive o allele (Williams, 1952), and it was the first 
evidence that the o locus contributed to new phenotypes that were observed in the disomic 
progeny population. 
 The seed protein concentrations among the progeny population ranged from 318 g/kg to 
426 g/kg, while the range of seed oil concentrations is from 142 g/kg to 213 g/kg (Figure 2.2).  
Within this study, the seed protein concentrations of the progenies were in general no less than 
the soybean parent Dwight (332 g/kg) and the progenitor DAAL (338 g/kg).  In total of five 
entries were found to have seed protein greater than 400 g/kg, and only two entries, LG15-
30276-3 and LG15-30658-4, had lower seed protein concentrations than Dwight and the DAAL.  
Most of the entries had lower seed oil concentrations, and only six lines were higher in seed oil 
than Dwight. Among the six, LG15-29960-1 and LG15-30786-1 had 356 g/kg, 204 g/kg, and 340 
g/kg, 205 g/kg in protein and oil concentration, respectively.  Both were higher in both seed 
protein and oil concentration.  LG15-30786-1 was visually identified as having agronomic 
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potential.  Comparing to the replicated field in 2013 and 2014, the range of seed protein and oil 
concentrations increased, and the proportion of lines that had more protein and the proportion of 
lines that had less oil than Dwight also increased.  It was unexpected that progeny derived from a 
perennial relative would have increased seed protein concentration, since all perennial Glycine 
species that have examined for compositions had much lower seed protein concentration than G. 
max (Kollipara and Hymowitz, 1992). 
  The year 2016 favored vegetative growth with abundant precipitation in the early season.  
It was expected that the overall plant height would be taller in this year.  The tallest line in the 
disomic population was 138 cm (LG15-30939-1), which is 120 cm taller than the shortest LG15-
30627-2 (18cm).  LG15-30627-2 also had the highest protein concentration.  In total of sixty-five 
lines were taller than Dwight (93 cm) and ten lines were shorter than the DAAL (66 cm).  The 
lodging score among the disomic progenies ranged from 1.5 to 7.  Overall, the population stood 
well like the soybean parent Dwight (3.3) and the progenitor DAAL (2.3), but 19 lines were 
observed to lodge (>5).  The maturity of the disomic progeny population varies from 90 days to 
143 days.  In the previous field research, no line was later in maturity than the progenitor DAAL 
(116 days after May 31), but 25 lines were later than the DAAL in the current study.    Seed size 
was documented as 100 seed weight in this study.  Among the population, 63 lines weighed more 
than the soybean parent, Dwight (13.9 g per 100 seeds), and three weighed less than the 
progenitor DAAL (8.9 g per 100 seeds).  The biggest seed recorded in this study was 20.8 g per 
100 seeds, and the smallest weighed 6 g per 100 seeds.  The small-seeded lines were surprising 
because it is rare to see soybean with such small seeds.  In the USDA Soybean Germplasm 
Collection, 471 accessions were recorded to weigh less than 6 g per 100 seeds but only 276 were 
soybean accessions.  Although thirteen seed weight QTLs have been verified by different 
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studies, no research has been conclusive about the factors that affect seed weight. 
 Besides the listed traits, other morphological characteristics of certain lines were also 
documented.  The pubescence of LG15-30921-1 was appressed, which indicates this line may 
carry an uncommon allele in modern soybean, pa1.  Deciduous pubescence was found in LG15-
30865-1, LG15-30899-1, LG13-30906-3, and LG15-30921-4.  It is also known as curly 
pubescence, which is controlled by the pc allele in G. max, and it is a very rare trait that only 76 
accessions were characterized as curly in the entire 22,000 genotypes of the USDA Soybean 
Germplasm Collection.  LG15-30780-1 segregated for male sterility; however, its causal factor 
needs further examination since there are multiple mechanisms that can result in sterility 
including nine genes related to male sterility (Brim and Young, 1971; Boerma and Cooper, 1978; 
Palmer et al., 1980; Delannay and Palmer, 1982; Buss, 1983; Graybosch et al., 1984; Skorupska 
and Palmer, 1989; Palmer, 2000), seven synaptic mutations(Hadley and Starnes, 1964; Palmer, 
1974; Palmer and Kaul, 1983; Ilarslan et al., 1997; Palmer and Horner, 2000), and several 
cytoplasmic male-sterile systems (Sun et al., 1997; Palmer et al., 2001; Smith et al., 2002).  Seed 
from LG15-30536-1 were shattering at maturity.  Seed shattering was the key agronomical trait 
that has been intensively selected against during soybean domestication.  Previous research has 
found that the resistance to shattering was due to an over-expression of SHATTERING1-5, an 
approximately 116 kb region on chromosome 16, that thickens the secondary wall of fiber cap 
cells.  Shattering was not expected to be found in soybean, but whether this trait came from the 
G. tomentella parent remains to be examined.   Although most of the progenies did not look 
agronomically appealing, visual evaluation identified some lines that with an appearance that 
may indicate that some genes related to yield may have been changed in these progenies.  
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Genetic distance among the DAAL-derived disomic progenies 
 A total of 249,472 SNPs was obtained from the SNP calling pipeline and after filtering 
for minor allele frequency of 0.05 and maximum 50% missing data, 22,360 SNPs were retained 
for genetic distance calculation.  Taxa that had less than 40% marker information were excluded 
from the distance matrix.  The calculated distance matrix includes the genetic distances between 
each pair of disomic progenies, as well as the distances between the disomic progenies and the 
parent Dwight and the DAAL.  Based on the method used for calculating genetic distance, 1-
IBS, the genetic distance discussed here indicates the proportion of markers that were 
polymorphic between the two lines.   
The distances between the 124 disomic progenies and Dwight ranged from 0.13 to 0.35 
with a mean of 0.26, and 86% of them had genetic distances of at least 0.2 from Dwight (Figure 
2.2).  The distances between the progenies and DAAL were from 0.07 to 0.33 with a mean of 
0.23 (Figure 2.3).   Among the progenies, 37 lines (30%) were less than 0.2 genetic distance 
from the DAAL.  These data show that most disomic progenies were substantially different from 
Dwight or the progenitor DAAL.  Among the 124 disomic progenies, DAAL and Dwight, 
genetic distances ranged from 0.05 (LG15-29872-1 and LG15-29905-2) to 0.44 (LG15-29464-4 
and LG15-29473-1) (Figure 2.4).  While 86% (13,560 out of 15,750) of the pairs has genetic 
distances between 0.2 and 0.35, 9% of the pairs were at least 0.35 genetic distances apart.  
Although the amount of differences between lines varies, the differences between lines existed 
across all 20 pairs of chromosomes.  This result indicates that the phenotypic diversity among the 
disomic population is caused by multiple changes in the genome.   
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The genetics of selected phenotypes among the DAAL-derived disomic progenies 
 To document the causal factors for some of the phenotypic changes and to verify whether 
the observed phenotypic variation was due to gene introgression from G. tomentella, three 
morphological traits, seed coat color, stem termination and pubescence color, were examined.  
Previous studies have reported the genetics of the corresponding loci that are responsible for 
different phenotypes.  Toda et al (Toda et al., 2002, 2005, 2012) reported that F3’H gene, which 
was an 8500 bp DNA region that contains three exons and two introns, encodes a cytochrome 
P450 monooxygenase in the T locus to produce to tawny pubescence.  The recessive t allele was 
a single base pair cytosine deletion located in the exon 3 of F3’H gene.  The F3’H gene sequence 
from Dwight and the progenitor DAAL were identical to the sequence from the reference 
genome, but the amplified sequence from G. tomentella PI 441001 has only partial homology 
with the reference.  For example, the 300 bp region around the cytosine deletion in PI 441001 
could not be aligned to the reference sequence.  Intron 2 of this F3’H gene in PI 441001 was 
approximately 1500 bp shorter than Williams 82, and multiple amplified sequences exhibited 
heterozygosity.  Therefore, it is not certain whether the designed primers amplified the correct 
F3’H gene sequences in PI 441001, or if PI 441001 contains multiple F3’H genes.  It is also 
possible that the F3’H gene does not exist in PI 441001, and the tawny pigment in the 
pubescence of PI 441001 were determined by another protein.  Among the selected disomic 
progenies for examining the T locus, the majority of the grey pubescence, for example LG15-
30473-3 and LG15-30360-6, resulted from the previous reported cytosine deletion.  Lines, such 
as LG12-7063 and LG12-7086, contained an adenine deletion that was located 204 bp upstream 
from the cytosine deletion. The deletion induced a frameshift introduced a stop codon 70 amino 
acids downstream and resulted in early termination of the transcription (Figure 2.5).  This allele 
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has not been previously reported.  However, the literature was based on a limited number of 
soybean accessions and no one has surveyed the diversity of this gene in the soybean germplasm 
collection.  It is possible that this allele is a novel discovery and indigenous to this DAAL-
derived disomic progeny population derived from DAALs, but it may also exist in other soybean 
lines yet to be identified.  Since G. tomentella has tawny pubescence and the adenine deletion 
was not present in PI 441001, there is no obvious evidence on the source of this allele.  When 
searched for nucleotide sequence with high similarity in NCBI, the top 16 blastn hits were all 
F3’H sequence in Glycine max. 
 The Dt1 locus that controls the stem termination in soybean encodes the GmTfl1 gene.  It 
is suggested to be a homolog of Arabidopsis regulatory gene to a signaling protein in shoot 
meristem, terminal flower 1 (Alvarez et al., 1992; Bradley et al., 1997; Tian et al., 2010).  
Through screening allelic variants of GmTfl1, four SNPs were identified in G. max to generate 
nonsynonymous substitutions.  Each one of them was considered an independent form of the 
recessive dt1 allele, designated as GmTfl1-ta, GmTfl1-ab, GmTfl1-tb, and GmTfl1-bb, and no 
known determinant accession contains more than one SNP or amino acid changes.  Dwight and 
the progenitor DAAL had the same genotypes as Williams 82 when sequencing the GmTfl1 
regions (Table 2.3).  PI 441001 had the same genotype at SNP1 position as William 82; 
however, the obtained sequence from PI 441001 using the GmTfl1 primer pair GmTfl1-frag3F 
and GmTfl1-frag3R were highly heterozygous and presented more than two different alleles.  No 
research has indicated how many copies of GmTfl1 gene G. tomentella has, but it is very likely 
PI 441001 has at least 4 copies due to the tetraploid nature of G. tomentella.  It is also possible 
that the designed primers weren’t binding specifically to the GmTfl1 gene in G. tomentella and 
sequences were amplified from different loci in the genome.  Among the disomic progeny 
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population, three of the four recessive alleles were present, but not GmTfl1-ta.  The predominant 
recessive form was GmTfl1-bb, which was found in nearly all determinate progenies such as 
LG15-30253. GmTfl1-ab was found in LG12-7063 and LG12-7072 and GmTfl1-tb in LG15-
30139.  All tested determinant lines derived from the DAAL were found to contain one of the 
four causal SNPs, but no line was found to possess more than one causal SNP.  Despite the 
allelic diversity on the Dt1 locus, no novel allele or potential evidence for G. tomentella 
introgression was discovered. 
 The seed coat color of soybean is a complex trait controlled by multiple loci.  Four 
distinct alleles at the I locus restrict the seed coat pigments to different areas on the seed to result 
in colored or yellow seed coat and hilum.  And the four alleles have a dominance order in I > ii > 
ik > i.  The two forms, I and ii, harbor two perfect inverted repeats of chalcone synthase (CHS) 
gene clusters (CHS1, CHS3, and CHS4) that enable the production of small RNAs and silencing 
all CHS genes in the seed coat (Figure 2.6A) (Tuteja et al., 2004, 2009; Clough et al., 2004).  A 
truncated subtilisin gene boarding one end of the perfect repect, and transcribed divergently 
towards CHS1 at the end of the repeat, is a possible source of antisence CHS that could trigger 
CHS silencing (Clough et al., 2004) and this subtilisin gene is intact in the recessive i allele, thus 
the CHS genes produce colored seed in ii genotypes (Tuteja et al., 2004).  In the PCR 
verification assay, all nine DNA regions amplified from the soybean parent Dwight and the 
progenitor DAAL, matching the pattern from the yellow-seeded ii reference Williams 82 (Figure 
2.6B).  This means that the two controls had the complete structure of the inverted repeat CHS 
clusters and should be ii, which matched their yellow seed coat phenotype.  PCR failed at 
generating clear bands in most of regions from PI 441001, which suggested a different genomic 
structure of the I locus in PI 441001 than Dwight and the DAALs.  Thus, the existence of the 
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inverted repeat structure in PI 441001 was not clear.  Black seed coat lines and related yellow 
seed coat lines were examined in pairs to determine the structural differences.  The yellow lines 
derived from the DAAL had a complete set of the nine PCR products; however, the black seed 
coat lines were not able to generate fragment #8, for example LG15-29150-2 (Figure 2.6B).  The 
region amplified by the #8 primers is associated with the truncated subtilisin gene, located 
downstream from CHS1 in cluster B, and has been suspected to be the key to producing dsRNA 
for silencing (Clough et al., 2004).  Although PCR verification is a preliminary method to 
examine the completion of the inverted repeat structure of CHS clusters; it is not able to produce 
detailed sequence information on the entire I locus of the observed variants. An explanation for 
the failed PCR of fragment #8 could be a deletion between the primers Sa603/R140 and 
SUB991, or the addition of DNA such as would be the case if the subtilisin gene was intact 
instead of truncated.  Additional primers were developed based on the fragment #8 sequence to 
primer walk that region, but the attempts failed to obtain any PCR amplicons.  Therefore, this 
verification only located the probable cause to the fragment #8 region, and additional studies 
focusing on this candidate region are yet to be developed for a definitive explanation.  Tuteja et 
al (2004) examined a variety of black seed coat soybean accessions, and found one of them, 
T157 i, was missing the fragment #8 in the PCR verification, supporting that the hypothesis that 
the truncated subtilisin gene in the ii plants leads to dsRNA of CHS1 triggering silencing of all 
the CHS genes within the seed coat (Clough et al., 2004).  The black seed coat of the disomic 
progenies derived from DAAL could have a unique genetic origin, possibly from G. tomentella, 
but it could be a homolog of one of the previously documented G. max structural variants as 
well.   
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Conclusions 
Disomic progenies with novel phenotypes that are not available in either parent emerged 
after the elimination of extra G. tomentella chromosome from phenotypically identical DAALs.  
With new disomic progenies collected from DAALs every year, the amount of variation among 
the progenies population kept increasing, and greater phenotypic variation among the DAAL-
derived disomic population was documented in this replicated field trials and compared to 
previous study.   
Genotypic data identified genome-wide variation among the disomic progenies and the 
most distantly related lines had a genetic distance of 0.44.  A novel allele was found to be 
responsible for grey pubescence, but whether this allele exists in other soybean accessions 
remains unknown.  The genetic variants found for three soybean traits: pubescence color, stem 
termination and seed coat color were previously known and there was not definitive evidence 
supporting that the gene donor was PI 441001.  The cause of the chromosome elimination and 
the origin of the variation are not known.  
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Figures and Tables 
Figure 2.1  Histograms of quantitative traits among the 185 DAAL-derived disomic progenies in 
the 2016 replicated field study.  The red bar is the range of the phenotype in the progenitor 
DAAL, and the blue bar one of the parent Dwight. 
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Figure 2.2 Histogram of genetic distance between the parent Dwight and DAAL-derived disomic 
progenies calculated by 1- identity by state, which is the probability of drawing identical alleles 
from two individuals at random. 
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Figure 2.3  Histogram of genetic distance between the progenitor DAAL and DAAL-derived 
disomic progenies calculated by 1- identity by state, which is the probability of drawing identical 
alleles from two individuals at random.. 
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Figure 2.4  Heatmap of genetic distances among the DAAL-derived disomic progenies in the 
2016 replicated field study using genotyping-by-sequencing.  The genetic distance is calculated 
by 1- identity by state (IBS), in which IBS is the chance of randomly drawing two identical 
markers.  Each tile was colored coded to represent the genetic distance between two progenies.  
The color green represents genetic distance of 0.  The more intensive the color red the more 
distant the genetic relationships, and the largest genetic distance was 0.44. 
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Figure 2.5  Multiple sequence alignments of the flavonoid 3’ hydroxylase amino acid sequences 
from LG12-7063, LG15-30473-3, and Williams 82 (sf3’h1 sequence deposited in NCBI 
(O’Leary et al., 2016)) using Clustal Omega.  Two different single base pair deletions in LG12-
7063 (Blue line) and LG15-30473-3 (Red line) introduced an earlier stop codon than in Williams 
82.  And the alignment also shows that the single base pair deletion in LG12-7063 located 55 
amino acids upstream from the single base pair deletion in LG15-30473-3 and 189 amino acids 
upstream from the stop codon in William 82 sequences.  A. Nucleotide sequence alignment; B. 
Amino acid sequence alignment. 
A.  
 
B.  
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Figure 2.6  PCR verification of I locus.  A.  The structure of two perfect inverted repeats of 
chalcone synthase (CHS) genes in the I locus of yellow seed coat soybean (Clough et al., 2004).  
The underlines signify the location of the amplifying fragments in the PCR verifications of the 
inverted repeats structure.  B. The PCR result of Williams 82 and LG15-29150-2 to verify the 
inverted repeat structure on the I locus.  The number on the gel bands correspond to the fragment 
locations in A, and L stands for ladder.  All nine fragments were successfully amplified with the 
expected length from Williams 82, which indicates Williams 82 has a complete structure of 
inverted repeat clusters of chalcone synthase genes.  But fragment 8 failed to amplify from 
LG15-29150-2, which indicates its structure on the I locus is different from Williams 82. One of 
the primers for fragment #8 is located within the truncated subtilisin gene of Williams 82, so if 
this gene is not truncated in LG15-29150-2, the distance between the two primers might be too 
long for successful amplification. 
 
LG15-29150-2 (Black SC)
Williams 82 (Yellow SC)
L 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
B
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Table 2.1  Primer sequences used for fragment amplifications in the genetic variants study on the 
corresponding loci for three soybean traits, pubescence color, stem determination, and seed 
color. The Dt1 and I locus primers were previously published (Clough et al., 2004; Tian et al., 
2010) 
 
 
  
Loci Primer name Sequences 
T F3h1-F TGGTTTGAAGGAATGAAAGATG 
 F3h1-R GCTAGCATGGGGCTTCAG 
 F3h2-F TGAATTGTATTTCAAAGGCTCA 
 F3h2-R TGCATAGGATATTCAGTGGACA 
 F3h3-F TGGCAGCATTACGTTACCTTT 
 F3h3-R TTGGCAATCCTACTATAAACGAG 
 F3h4-F ACACCATTTCTCAAGTACAAAGG 
 F3h4-R GGGGGTGTAATAAAAGAATGTATG 
Dt1 GmTfl1-frag2F GGGGCAAAACACACTCGAT 
 GmTfl1-frag2R AGTTCTGTAATGTTTGTTTGAGACT 
 GmTfl1-frag3F GTTTCTCTTAATAACTTAACCTCTT 
 GmTfl1-frag3R TACTACAGAACGTACACAACATCT 
I CHS1-966 GGAGCACCATGTGACGGAGAAG 
 L680 GAAAATAGAAGAGTTGGTTGAGG 
 CHS1-968 CTTACCCCCTCTACCAAACACACC 
 CHS4-40 CTTATATCCCACAACTTCTTAAC 
 L813 (RC) GGTGACGCTAGGGTTGAGGGAG 
 CHS4-BR2 (R) TGAAGTAGTAGCTATCTACG 
 L2732 (RC) CACTCCGCTCTCCTCTCGCT 
 L2732 AGCGAGAGGAGAGCGGAGTG 
 L1066 (RC) GGAGTGAGGGTGGATAATAAG 
 1066 CTTATTATCCACCCTCACTCC 
 L209 TTCCCGATCAGATTGTTGTTC 
 CHS4-A2F(RC) ATAAGTGGGTGATGAAGCTT 
 SUB991 CTGGAAGAAAGCTAGATTTGG 
 Sa603/R140 GAATAAATGGAGCTTAGTTTG 
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Table 2.2  Summary of qualitative traits among the DAAL-derived disomic progeny lines in 
2016 replicated field study 
Trait Dwight 
G. tomentella 
PI 441001 
DAAL 
(2n=42) 
Derived Disomic Progenies 
(2n=40) 
Pubescence Tawny Tawny Tawny Tawny, Gray, Light Tawny 
Pubescence 
Type 
Erect Erect Erect 
Erect, Semi-appressed, 
appressed, Deciduous 
Seed Coat 
Color 
Yellow Black Yellow 
Yellow, Black, Imperfect 
black, Buff, Green, Reddish 
brown 
Hilum Color Black Black Black 
Gray, Yellow, Black, 
Imperfect black, Brown, Buff, 
Reddish brown 
Flower 
Color 
Purple Purple Purple Purple, Pure white 
Pod Color Brown Black Brown Brown, Tan, Black 
Stem 
Termination 
Indeterminate Perennial Indeterminate Determinate, Indeterminate 
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Table 2.3 SNP variants of Dt1 locus among references and the DAAL-derived disomic progenies 
through sequencing 
Entry Phenotype 
Genotype 
GmTfl1-ta GmTfl1-ab GmTfl1-tb GmTfl1-bb 
Reference 
PI 441001 Perennial G x1 x x 
CNS Determinate G T G A 
OGDEN Determinate G C G T 
PEKING Determinate T C G A 
SOYSOTA Determinate G C A A 
Dwight Indeterminate G C G A 
DAAL Indeterminate G C G A 
DAAL-derived Disomic Progeny (2n=40) 
LG12-7063 Determinate G C A A 
LG15-30139-5 Determinate G T G A 
LG15-30253-1 Determinate G C G T 
1: The sequence failed to amplify 
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CHAPTER 3   
SEED PROTEIN AND OIL QTL MAPPING IN DAAL BETWEEN G. MAX AND G. 
TOMENTELLA DERIVED BI-PARENTAL POPULATIONS 
The discovery of three disomic progeny lines containing more than 398 g/kg protein (on a 
13% moisture basis) in the previous replicated field study of lines derived from the DAAL from 
a cross between G. max and G. tomentella.  The soybean parent Dwight of these DAAL-derived 
disomic progeny populations was reported in chapter 1 to have 332 g/kg in seed protein and 198 
g/kg in seed oil.  The seed composition of the G. tomentella parent PI 441001 was not analyzed 
but all perennial accessions that have been measured have significantly lower protein 
concentrations than cultivated soybean (Kollipara and Hymowitz, 1992).  Therefore, the seed 
protein concentration of progeny from crossing Dwight to a perennial relative was not expected 
to be high.  Multiple studies have attempted to map the seed protein QTL since 1980s (Lander et 
al., 1987; Lander and Botstein, 1989; Diers et al., 1992;  Brummer et al., 1997; Chung et al., 
2003; Bolon et al., 2010).  Among the identified seed protein QTLs, two QTLs, which are 
located on linkage group E (Chromosome 15) (Fasoula et al., 2004) and linkage group I 
(Chromosome 20) (Nichols et al., 2006b) have been confirmed.  These two most common high 
seed protein QTLs have been estimated to explain 42% and 24% of the variation of mapping 
populations (Diers et al., 1992).  However, all previous studies were conducted in a soybean 
background, and no research has reported introducing high protein from a perennial relative of 
soybean.  Mapping the seed protein QTL in this DAAL-derived disomic population is of 
significance as the detected QTLs may be a novel QTL from G. tomentella and would provide a 
new genetic source for breeding for high protein.  
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 The objectives of this research were to evaluate the heritability and genetic variance of 
the high seed protein concentration, and to map the seed protein QTLs of the high seed protein 
lines from the DAAL-derived disomic progeny populations.  Mapping populations using two of 
the three high protein lines was created to examine whether there is a genetic difference among 
the three high protein lines, and if so, mapped the seed protein QTLs unique to each of the three 
high protein lines.  A cross between the highest protein line LG12-7063 and an elite soybean 
cultivar IA3023 was made to determine whether the high seed protein QTL can increase the seed 
protein in another soybean background. 
 
Materials and Methods 
The materials for this seed protein QTL mapping included F2 populations from the two 
bi-parental populations, LG12-7063 x LG12-7072 (Pop 1), and LG12-7063 x IA3023 (Pop 2).  
LG12-7063 and LG12-7072 were selfed progenies derived from two off-type plants from the 
same progenitor DAAL (LG10-4352).  Selected because of distinct and uniform phenotypes in 
2012, they were identified to have high seed protein concentration in previous field trial.  Pop 1 
was created to differentiate high protein QTLs from LG12-7063 and LG12-7072, and locate the 
QTLs in the genome.  Pop 2 is the bi-parental F2 population between LG12-7063 and IA3023 
and used to verify whether protein QTL from a G. tomentella background is different from those 
already identified in G. max.  The original hybridizations of the mapping population were made 
in summer 2014, and F1 seeds from these crosses were sent to Puerto Rico for seed increase in 
the winter nursery.  The F2 seeds from LG12-7063 x IA3023 were grown in at the University of 
Illinois Crop Sciences Research and Education Center in Urbana, IL in 2015 and harvested by 
individual plant.  In 2016, seeds from each F2 plant were planted in single rows with two 
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replications in a randomized complete block design.  The F2 seeds from LG12-7063 x LG12-
7072 were only grown in 2016.  Each of the two mapping populations was planted in blocks as 
an independent experiment.  All the rows were 1.2 m in length with 36 viable seeds per row and 
0.9 m between rows.  The rows were bulk harvested using a one-row combine.  Parental lines 
were included for each population.  Seed protein and oil concentrations were measured using the 
Perten NIR on seeds from single plant in 2015 and bulked seeds from F2 rows in 2016.  Seed 
protein and oil concentrations on all entries were presented on a 13% moisture base.  
Statistical analysis for the phenotype data was performed using entry number as a fixed 
effect, block, year and interaction between entry and year as random effects.  And the statistical 
model is as following: 
Yijkl = μ + Gi + aj + bk + Gxbik + εijkl 
Yijkl is the observation of ith ENTRY in the jth BLOCK from kth YEAR. 
μ is the grand mean. 
ai is the random effect of ith BLOCK. 
bj is the random effect of jth YEAR. 
Gxbik is the random interaction between ith ENTRY and kth YEAR. 
εijkl is the random error of the ith ENTRY in the jth BLOCK from kth YEAR, and 
assumed to be normally and independently distributed (0, σe2). 
R packages including “lme4” (Bates et al., 2016) and “lmerTest” (Kuznetsova et al., 2015) were 
used to performed analysis of variance (ANOVA) of the mixed model for seed and oil 
concentrations.  The model building function “lmer” can adjust for the unbalanced dataset that 
the 2015 field is not replicated but there were two replications in 2016 field.  Least Square 
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Means (LSMeans) from the mixed model were calculated for pairwise comparison within each 
F2 population, and then output for QTL analysis.  The threshold for significant differences in 
LSMeans, ANOVA, and confidence interval is 0.05.   
Heritability for each trait on an entry basis was estimated in the F2 population as: 
h2 = 
?̂?𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦
2
?̂?𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦
2  + 
1
2
?̂?𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦×𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
2  + 
1
𝑛
 ?̂?𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙
2  
All variance components were retrieved from a completely random model including variables 
ENTRY, BLOCK, YEAR, ENTRY×YEAR.  𝜎𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦 
2 is the variance component estimate for 
ENTRY, 𝜎𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦×𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
2  is the variance component estimate of the two-way interaction between 
ENTRY and YEAR, and 𝜎𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙
2  is the estimate for residual variance component.   
DNA samples were extracted using young leave tissue pooled from 10-15 plants in each 
F2 row in the 2016 field using CTAB protocol.  The two-enzyme restriction digestion method 
was used to construct genotyping by sequencing library of genomic DNA and the details of 
construction was described in the materials and method in Chapter 1 (Poland et al., 2012).  The 
libraries were sequenced on a HiSeq2500 (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA) with 100 bp single-
end reads at the Roy J. Carver Biotechnology Center at the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign. 
Illumina raw sequence data read were processed using the SNP calling pipeline 
developed by Daniel Wickland (unpublished, details described in Chapter 1).  The SNP data file 
was transformed to ABH genotype file via TASSEL 5 (Bradbury et al., 2007).  Only SNPs that 
were fixed in both parents and differed between parents were exported to the genotype file.  The 
genotype file was further filtered for missing data in R/qtl (Broman et al., 2003).  Within each 
mapping population, SNPs that were present in less than 50% of the taxon were dropped, and 
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taxon that were missing more than 50% of the filtered SNP were excluded from QTL analysis.  
Only one taxa of the highly similar genotypes (>90% IBD) was kept in the genotype file after 
checking for individual genotype similarity. 
Before QTL analysis, markers were tested for segregation distortion from the expected 
1:2:1 (parent A: heterozygote: parent B) marker ratio using Chi square test.  Distorted SNP 
markers (P <0.01) were removed from the genotype data set.  A linkage map was constructed 
using R/qtl map building function.  Small marker clusters that were in large linkage 
disequilibrium (>300cM) with other markers were visually selected to exclude them from the 
QTL analysis.  Since the physical location of the SNP markers were available from the SNP 
calling pipeline, QTL analysis was performed using the physical position of the SNP markers.  
Single-QTL analysis, two-QTL scan and multiple-QTL fitting were conducted using Haley-
Knott regression to calculate the logarithm of the odds (LOD) score of each marker to measure 
the strength of evidence of a QTL residing at the specific position.  The LOD threshold, for 
significant QTLs (P < 0.05) was based on 500-permutation for each trait within each population. 
However, LOD threshold of P < 0.3 were used for putative QTLs that were included in the 
multiple-QTL model fitting. 
 
Results and Discussion 
Phenotypic data of seed protein and oil concentrations 
The seed protein and oil concentrations of both bi-parental populations are normally 
distributed as presented in the histograms of the two traits in each population (Figures 3.1 and 
3.2).  The range of phenotypes for parents and entries are summarized in Table 3.1.  The cross 
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between LG12-7063 (red line in Figure 3.1) and LG12-7072 (blue line in Figure 3.1) generated 
the 156 F2 lines in Pop 1.  The parents had 407 g/kg and 308 g/kg in seed protein concentrations, 
and 166 g/kg and 169 g/kg in seed oil concentration.  The mean seed protein concentration of 
this population was 368 g/kg.  The protein concentrations ranged from 302 g/kg to 444 g/kg.  
Sixty-six lines had less protein in seed than the low parent LG12-7072 and two had more protein 
than the high parent LG12-7063.  This population had a mean seed oil concentration of 170 g/kg, 
which ranged from 128 g/kg to 198 g/kg.  There were 28 lines that had higher seed oil 
concentration than the parents and twelve had lower.  The genetic effect on the seed composition 
was significant and the heritability was high: 71% for seed protein and 75% for seed oil.   
  The 181 F2 lines from LG12-7063 (red line in Figure 3.2) and IA3023 (blue line in Figure 
3.2) in Pop 4 averaged 371 g/kg in seed protein concentration.  The seed protein concentration 
varied from 337 g/kg to 415 g/kg.  All the entries had higher seed protein concentrations than the 
elite soybean parent IA3023 (316 g/kg), but none of them was different from the high protein 
parent, LG12-7063 (407 g/kg).  The seed oil concentrations among the F2 progenies differed 
from 156 g/kg to 195 g/kg and averaged 175 g/kg.  All but two lines had lower seed oil 
concentration than IA3023 (198 g/kg).  No transgressive segregation was found in seed protein 
or oil concentrations, and in the histograms the distributions of the two traits were shifted 
towards LG12-7063, which has higher protein and lower oil compare to IA3023, unlike the other 
population that centered between the two parents.  The heritability of both traits was 73%, which 
means the two traits were highly heritable in Pop 4 and significant QTLs might be mapped from 
this population. 
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QTL mapping result of seed composition 
 A total of two seed protein QTL and three seed oil QTL were identified at the 
significance of 0.05 across both bi-parental populations over the two years via single-QTL 
analysis and the details of the QTL were summarized in Table 3.2.  A total of 3790 SNP markers 
in Pop 1 were used for QTL analysis, which identified that Pro_1 and Oil_1 co-located on 
chromosome 6 explaining 20.2% and 18.6% of the phenotypic variance of seed compositions 
(Table 3.2 and Figure 3.3).  A copy of the LG12-7063 allele led to an averaged 14.3 g/kg higher 
seed protein and 7.2 g/kg lower seed oil concentration among the F2 progenies.  Pro_2 and Oil_2 
were mapped to the same SNP marker on chromosome 20 in Pop 2 (Table 3.2 and Figure 3.4), 
explaining 26.7% and 19.4% of the phenotypic variance of seed protein and oil concentration in 
Pop 2, and Oil_3 was detected on chromosome 5 explaining 18.3% of the variance in seed oil.  
Each LG12-7063 allele at the Pro_2/Oil_2 improved 11.7 g/kg of seed protein but lost 5.4 g/kg 
seed oil.  And the LG12-7063 allele at Oil_3 resulted in a 5.2 g/kg decrease in seed oil and this 
allele did seem to affect the concentration of seed protein.  In the two-QTL scan, no two-way 
interactions were present in either of the mapping populations.  
 Seed protein and oil concentrations are generally negatively correlated (Burton, 1987).   
Genes that are associated with protein and oil content would be expected to have pleiotropic 
effect.  Thus, it was not surprising to find Pro_1 and Oil_1 and Pro_2 and Oil_2 co-resided in the 
same interval or SNP marker.  The Oil_3 QTL is of interest because it increases oil concentration 
without negatively impacting protein.  It could be a useful breeding target at increasing the 
combined concentration of seed protein and oil.  Result from Pop 2 suggested that LG12-7063 
had favorable seed protein QTL on chromosome 20, but in Pop 1 LG12-7063 and LG12-7072 
were segregating for QTL on chromosome 6.  Since LG12-7063 and LG12-7072 both had high 
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seed protein concentration, the results from Pop 1 and Pop 2 were indicating that LG12-7063 and 
LG12-7072 shared the same favorable alleles for seed protein on chromosome 20, and LG12-
7063 had a high seed protein allele or LG12-7072 had a low seed protein allele on chromosome 
6.  Since the QTL on chromosome 6 was not significant in Pop 2, most likely it is a minor QTL 
that played a smaller effect than Pro_1/Oil_1. 
 In addition to finding the QTLs for seed protein and oil concentration, the second 
objective of this QTL mapping is to verify whether seed protein and oil QTLs from DAAL- 
derived populations were novel comparing to soybean.  The high seed protein QTL at 
chromosome 20 (cqSeed protein-003) has been previously mapped the 23.49 - 34.99 Mb region 
(Nichols et al., 2006b) and completely overlaps the intervals of Pro_1/Oil_1.  Since all the 
progenies in Pop 2 has higher seed concentration than IA3023, it provided evidence that the 
favorable allele from LG12-7063 on chromosome 20 is responsible for the increased seed protein 
concentration, which agrees with studies of  this QTL in multiple environments (Diers et al., 
1992; Sebolt et al., 2000; Bolon et al., 2010).  The support interval of Pro_1/Oil_1 overlapped 
partially with qSeed protein-005 in SoyBase and Oil_4 fell into the range of cqSeed oil-008, 
which is also a region that has been verified across backgrounds (Pathan et al., 2013).  Thus, 
consistent with results from Chapter 1 that most of the genetic variants were known to soybean, 
this research failed at discovering any possible QTL that might have originated from the G. 
tomentella parent. 
 
Conclusions 
 Genetic mapping populations were created by crossing between two of the high seed 
protein lines (LG12-7063 and LG12-7072) derived from the DAAL from an intersubgeneric 
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cross between G. max and G. tomentella, and between LG12-7063 and an elite soybean variety 
IA3023.  Through genotyping by sequencing F2 lines in each population, two significant seed 
protein QTLs and three seed oil QTLs were identified.  QTL Pro_1/Oil_1 were mapped to 
chromosome 20, Pro_2/Oil_2 located on chromosome 6 and Oil_3 on chromosome 5.  All the 
significant QTLs are overlapping with regions that have been previously verified to be a seed 
protein or oil QTL, and no QTL was found to be novel to soybean or likely had a G. tomentella 
origin. 
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Figures and Tables 
Figure 3.1 Histogram of seed protein and oil concentrations (g/kg, 13% moisture base) among 
the 156 F2 plants from the bi-parental population between LG12-7063 and LG12-7072 grown in 
2015 and 2016.  The red line marks the concentrations of one of the parents LG12-7063 and the 
blue line marks the concentrations of LG12-7072.   
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Figure 3.2 Histogram of seed protein and oil concentrations (g/kg, 13% moisture base) among 
the 181 F2 plants from the bi-parental population between LG12-7063 and IA3023 grown in 
2015 and 2016.  The red line marks the concentrations of one of the parents IA3023 and the blue 
line marks the concentrations of LG12-7063.   
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Figure 3.3 Manhattan plots for genetic mapping of seed protein and oil concentration QTLs in 
the bi-parental F2 population between LG12- 7063 and LG12-7072.  The x-axis shows the 
genomic positions of SNP markers, and the y-axis displays the log of odds ratio that the SNP is a 
true QTL.  And the red line marks the significant threshold of p < 0.05 based on permutation.  
A. Seed protein concentrations 
 
B. Seed oil concentrations 
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Figure 3.4 Manhattan plots for genetic mapping of seed protein and oil concentration QTLs in 
the bi-parental F2 population between LG12- 7063 and IA3023.  The x-axis shows the genomic 
positions of SNP markers, and the y-axis displays the log of odds ratio that the SNP is a true 
QTL.  And the red line marks the significant threshold of p < 0.05 based on permutation. 
A. Seed protein concentrations 
 
B. Seed oil concentrations 
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Table 3.1  Summary of the phenotypic data of the four bi-parental mapping populations for seed protein and oil concentrations.  The 
2015 data was collected on each F2 plant, but each F2 plant was planted and replicated twice in Randomized Complete Block Design 
in 2016.   
Seed protein concentration1 
Pop 
No. 
Parent A Parent B 
Parental Phenotype F2 Progenies 
Parent A (g/kg) Parent B (g/kg) 
N4 
Mean 
(g/kg) 
S5 
Range 
(g/kg) 
H26 
(%) Mean2 
Lower 
CI3 
Upper 
CI3 
Mean 
Lower 
CI 
Upper 
CI 
Pop 1 LG12-7063 LG12-7072 407 383 431 385 364 406 156 368 22 302 444 71 
Pop 2 LG12-7063 IA3023 407 386 427 316 300 331 181 371 16 337 415 73 
Seed oil concentration1 
Pop 
No. 
Parent A Parent B 
Parental Phenotype F2 Progenies 
Parent A (g/kg) Parent B (g/kg) 
N 
Mean 
(g/kg) 
S 
Range 
(g/kg) 
H2 
(%) Mean 
Lower 
CI 
Upper 
CI 
Mean 
Lower 
CI 
Upper 
CI 
Pop 1 LG12-7063 LG12-7072 166 154 179 169 158 180 156 170 11 128 198 75 
Pop 2 LG12-7063 IA3023 166 157 176 198 191 206 181 175 7 156 195 73 
1: Seed protein and oil concentration measurements were based on 13% moisture. 
2: All the means are LSMeans calculated based on the fixed model using entry as a fixed effect, and year, block and interactions as 
random effect. 
3: Lower and Upper confidence interval were calculated based on the fixed model at alpha = 0.05. 
4: Population size. 
5: Standard deviation of the LSMeans. 
6: Heritability of the trait within the population. 
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Table 3.2 QTL summary for high seed protein and oil concentrations using R/qtl from four bi-parental DAAL-derived disomic 
progenies populations in 2015 and 2016. 
Pop 
No. 
Parent A Parent B 
No. SNPs 
for QTL 
mapping1 
ID Chr2 
Position 
(bp) 
LOD3 
PVE 
(%)4 
Add5 
Means of genotypic 
classes (g/kg) 
AA AB BB 
alpha = 0.05 
Pop 1 LG12-7063 LG12-7072 3790 
Pro_1 6 1451868 6.3 20.2 -14.3 383 367 355 
Oil_1 6 1451868 5.3 18.6 7.2 163 169 178 
Pop 2 LG12-7063 IA3023 3346 
Pro_2 20 31163583 11.1 26.7 -11.7 383 372 362 
Oil_2 20 31163583 8.9 19.4 5.4 195 202 206 
Oil_3 5 41877778 8.4 18.3 5.2 196 202 206 
1: Total number of SNPs markers from SNP calling pipeline after filtering. 
2: Chromosome number. 
3: Logarithm of odds ratio that the given SNP is a true QTL. 
4: Phenotypic variance explained by the QTL. 
5: Additive effect of QTL. Positive value indicates that the allele from parent B is responsible for increase while negative effects 
indicate decrease in the corresponding trait. 
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Table 3.2 Cont. 
  
Support Interval6 Literature 
Lower Upper Genomic Position Reference 
alpha = 0.05 
Gm6: 1.04 Mb Gm6: 5.08 Mb Gm06: 5.33-6.21Mb Pathan et al. 2013a 
Gm6: 1.04 Mb Gm6: 5.08 Mb Gm06:  5.33-6.21Mb Pathan et al. 2013a 
Gm20: 29.07 Mb Gm20: 31.19 Mb Gm20: 23.49-34.99Mb Nichols et al. 2006 
Gm20: 29.07 Mb Gm20: 34.02 Mb Gm20: 23.49-34.99Mb Nichols et al. 2006 
Gm5: 41.85 Mb Gm5: 42.18 Mb Gm05: 39.06-42.23Mb Pathan et al. 2013a 
6: 1.5-LOD support interval for the QTL, which is defined as the region that the difference 
between the LOD of the SNP position and the maximum is no greater than 1.5. 
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CHAPTER 4  
PHENOTYPIC CHANGES WITHIN THE DAALS FROM CROSSES BETWEEN GLYCINE 
MAX AND G. TOMENTELLA AND THE DISOMIC PROGENIES DERIVED FROM THEM 
While documenting the wide phenotypic variation among disomic progenies derived 
from the DAALs, “rogue plants” were noticed in some plant rows that were assumed to be 
homozygous and homogeneous.  For example, a plant with yellow seed coats was found in a row 
derived from a plant with black seed coat seeds in the previous year, tawny pubescent progeny 
from a gray pubescent plant, indeterminate plants emerged from determinates plants, and a plant 
with purple flowers was found in a row derived from a white flowered plant.  At the beginning, 
these plants were assumed to be contaminations that occurred during harvest or seed processing.  
However, these “rogue plants” kept appearing in the field at a low frequency every year, even 
after processing seeds from these single plants with extra caution.  In addition, these plants were 
phenotypically indistinguishable from the rest of the row except for the single trait that was 
noted.   
The objective of this research was to document these unexpected changes and determine 
if the changes had a genetic cause or were from seed contaminates.  An unstable line would 
could create a problem in utilizing these genetic resources in a breeding project, so 
understanding of this phenomenon is important.   
 
Materials and Methods 
Field experiments for the unexpected phenotypic changes were conducted in 2014, 2015, 
and 2016 to determining the frequency.  Of interest were yellow seed coat plants from black seed 
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coat lines, tawny pubescence color plant from grey pubescence lines, and indeterminate plants 
from determinate lines.  Rows with a single changing trait of interest were planted in 
independent blocks at the University of Illinoi Crop Sciences Research and Education Center in 
Urbana, IL.  The rows were 1.8 m in length with 50 viable seeds and 0.9 m between rows.  Seeds 
for this study came from single plants harvested from rows in which phenotypic change occurred 
the previous year and each seed packet was hand-picked to avoid contaminations.  The number 
of plants with each phenotype for each trait of interest in each plant row was recorded, and the 
deviation rate was calculated as the ratio between the number of deviants that had phenotypic 
changes from the progenitor and the total number of plants.  DAALs were also grown in single 
plant rows every year, and the number of plant that possess different phenotype from the DAAL 
were divided by the total number plant to calculate reverting rate.  The yellow seed coat deviants 
collected from the black seed coat row were planted in single plant row and counted for the 
number of plants with each phenotype.  Chi square test was used to test whether the segregation 
ratio among the progenies fit into a 3:1 Mendelian ratio.  
The first step was to investigate the DNA sequence structures of the genes associated 
with the changed traits in the deviants.  The methodologies used to determine the variant alleles 
at the T, I, and Dt1 loci were the same as in Chapter 1 and have been described in detail 
previously.  The deviant genotypes were compared using a non-changing sister plant in the same 
row as a control.  To determine each allele of the T locus, these alleles were cloned using the 
bacteria E. coli system and sent for sequencing at the Keck Center at University of Illinois.  The 
cloning process consisted of plasmid ligation, bacteria transformation, and T allele positive cell 
selection.  First, the DNA fragment obtained from F3h4-F and F3h4-R were ligated to pGEM®-
T Easy Vector (Promega, 2015) using T4 ligase.  Then, the ligation solution containing the 
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plasmid with inserted T alleles were added to a bacterial solution followed by an incubation on 
ice for 25 min, a heat shock at 42˚C for 45 s, and an immediate cooldown on ice for 10 min.  The 
transformed cells were added to Luria-Bertani (LB) growth media, incubated at 37˚C for another 
hour and spread onto IPTG and X-gal added LB plates.  After an overnight at 37˚C, T allele 
positive colonies were white, while colonies without the insertion were blue.  Selected white 
colonies were then replicated in LB media for plasmid extraction using Qiagen plasmid cleanup 
kit.  Four clones were sequenced for each line of interest. 
To examine the possibility of the phenotypic change coming from out-crossings with 
other soybean lines, the genotypes of twelves deviants and their non-changing sister plants from 
the same row were obtained using BARCSoySNP6K_v2 Illumina Infinium HD Assay 
(SoySNP6K) (Song et al., 2013).  This genotyping method was also applied to 21 phenotypically 
distinct “off-type” plants collected from different DAAL rows from 2013 to 2016, while using 
one DAAL from each of the three years as reference.  The 6,000 SNPs contained in SoySNP6K 
were a subset of SNPs from the SoySNP50K Illumina Infinium Beadchip, which is a high-
density SNP assay for 52,041 SNPs from soybean euchromatic and heterochromatic genomic 
regions.  Genome position of the 6,000 SNP markers is presented in Figure 4.1.  Deviants with 
the dominant phenotype from multiple grey pubescence, determinant growth, and black seed coat 
rows were selected for genotyping, and their corresponding sister plants from the same row were 
used as controls.  For each line, five seeds were germinated for collecting young leaf tissue, and 
DNA was extracted using CTAB method and sent to Keck Center at University of Illinois for 
Beadchip hybridization and scanning after DNA quantification.  Illumina GenomeStudio 2.0 
software analyzed the fluorescence images to output SNP genotypes.  Genetic distances between 
pairs of revertant and sister plants were calculated in TASSEL5 as 1 – identical by state (IBS) 
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similarity with IBS being the probability of two individuals having the same allele when drawn 
at random (Bradbury et al., 2007).  The physical locations of SNP markers and genotypes across 
chromosomes were visualized in PhenoGram (Wolfe et al., 2013). 
 
 
Results and Discussion 
Field observation of the changing traits of interest 
The frequency for the phenotypic changes over three years of field test averaged 0.7% 
over the three traits of interest, seed coat color, pubescence color and stem termination (two 
years of data) (Table 4.1).  From 2014 to 2016, the number of yellow seeded plants found from 
black seeded rows ranged from 26 to 43, which is a phenotypic change rate of 0.3% to 1.1%.  
The range is from 0.4% to 1.3% for pubescence color, and 0.2% for year 2015 and 2016 in stem 
termination, which is lower than the other two traits.  The chance of a progeny from the DAAL 
losing the G. tomentella chromosomes and reverting to disomic progeny varies from 3% to 9% 
from 2013 to 2016 with an average of 4% (Table 4.2).    
The deviants with dominant traits derived from a recessive progenitor were counted for 
segregation ratios of the trait of interest in the following generation.  The segregation ratio of 
progenies from tawny pubescence deviants and indeterminate deviants fitted into the Mendelian 
ratio of 3:1 dominant to recessive phenotype, except for LG16-8356 had slightly more tawny 
plants than expected (Table 4.3).  However, a higher proportion of the progenies from yellow 
seed coat deviants did not segregate in the anticipated way.  In 2014, seven yellow seed coat 
deviants harvested from black seed coat rows in 2013 were planted in the field.  Three out of 
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seven rows, LG14-10063, LG14-10096, and LG14-10111 segregated in 3 yellow:1 black ratio 
(Table 4.3).  Six out of thirteen yellow seeded deviants planted in 2015 and four out of fifteen 
planted in 2016 didn’t fit the Mendelian ratio.  Among rows that didn’t follow Mendelian 
segregation ratio, eight rows had more plants that produced black seeds than that produced 
yellow seeds. For example, LG14-10014 and LG15-29237 produced no yellow seed progeny.    
Of the other rows, six had more yellow seeded progenies than black; however, the hypothesis of 
them being in a 3:1 ratio was rejected by Chi square test (P-value < 0.05).  LG14-10166 and 
LG15-29111 had only yellow seeded plants.  Among the fourteen single plant rows that didn’t 
follow the Mendelian ratio, six of them, for example LG14-10014 and LG16-7617, had very 
poor plant stand with less than 50% of total number of seeds planted produced mature plants. 
 
Genetic variation of the traits of interest  
The genotypes of the phenotypic off-type plants were consistent with the sequences from 
the literature.  For example, LG15-29292-45, the yellow seed coat line failed to produce 
fragment #8 in the verification PCRs of the I locus; but its black seed coat sister line, LG15-
29292-1, had a complete set of PCR amplifications.  This result indicated the inverted repeats 
structure of CHS genes was not perfect in the black seed coat lines unlike the sister or progenitor 
yellow seed coat lines.  The tawny pubescence deviant LG15-30473-1 was sequenced and found 
to be heterozygous for the single base pair cytosine deletion at T locus (Tt), while the sister grey 
pubescence lines LG15-30473-3 has homozygous deletions in F3’H gene sequence (tt).  No line 
with the single base pair adenine deletion was found in this experiment but it might have been 
limited by the sample size for sequencing.  All sampled determinate and indeterminate pairs 
possessed T/A polymorphism at the SNP4 location and the indeterminate line, for example 
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LG15-30899, that came from determinate progenitor were found to be heterozygous at Dt1 
locus.  Therefore, the causes of the phenotypic changes had genetic explanations that were 
previously known in soybeans and not novel DNA mutations.  
 The control of seed coat color has been identified to be a single locus; however, this locus 
contains multiple homologous CHS genes so that the dominant form of the allele is able to 
silence all the CHS genes in the soybean seed coat and result in yellow seeds.  The PCR 
verification result supported that the seed coat color change within this DAAL-derived disomic 
progeny population was due to structural changes in the I locus, but the inconsistent segregation 
ratio of seed coat color in the progenies of yellow deviants might have involved more factors 
other than the I locus contributed to the phenomenon. The high percentage of plant rows with 
poor plant stand indicated that the seeds from the yellow deviants experienced emergence or 
early vigor issues.  This might explain why some of the segregation ratio didn’t fit in a 
Mendelian ratio, but the major causal factor is yet unknown. 
 
Genetic distances between the deviant and sister pairs 
The genome wide similarity analysis between twelve pairs of deviants and corresponding 
sister lines using the genotype data from Illumina Soy6KSNP Beadchip array found genetic 
distances that varied from 0.01 to 0.15 (Table 4.4).  The six thousand SNP markers are 
distributed across the genome with higher density in the gene rich regions.  Of the six thousand 
SNP markers, eleven SNP markers were completely missing from this population, but none of 
the rest of markers were missing from 50% of the samples genotyped.  Comparing the disomic 
progenies lines with the parent Dwight and an elite soybean Williams 82, the genetic distances of 
the disomic progenies were from 0.15 to 0.3 to Dwight, and 0.28 to 0.37 to Williams 82.  This 
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result shows the genetic relationships among the disomic progenies are closer than the 
relationships to Dwight or Williams 82, which is expected because the deviant and the reference 
are sister lines, and Dwight is one of the parents to all the progenies.  But genetic distance of 
greater than 0.05 were not expected between the deviant pairs, because each pair was presumed 
to be derived from the same inbred line. 
The reference sister lines with the recessive phenotype of trait of interest had minimal 
heterozygosity compare to the deviant, but the number of heterozygous markers varied among 
deviants.  Among the polymorphic markers between the deviant and its sister line, the majority 
was heterozygous and few were homozygous in the deviant.  The polymorphisms were spread 
across all twenty soybean chromosomes.  For example, between LG15-30473-1, a tawny 
pubescence deviant found from a gray pubescence row, and LG15-30473-3, its gray pubescence 
sister line, the genetic distance was 0.01 and the two were indistinguishable except for 
pubescence color.  However, LG15-30473-1 showed heterozygosity for all polymorphic SNPs 
that were located on seven different chromosomes, whereas LG15-30473-3 was homozygous for 
these markers (Figure 4.1).  LG15-30899-5 was the indeterminate progeny from a determinate 
progenitor.  Between this line and LG15-30899-1, a determinate sister line, the genetic distance 
was 0.15.  Compare to LG15-30899-5, all the loci that were polymorphic were heterozygous in 
LG15-30899-5, except for 21 SNPs that were contained on a small segment on chromosome 13 
and on chromosome 9, 17, and 18 (Figure 4.2).   
Similar results were obtained from the DAALs and the off-types that were collected from 
DAAL rows and sent for Illumina Beadchip genotyping.  LG13-7505-3, LG14-11444, and 
LG15-30695-2, three DAAL plants from 2013, 2014, and 2015, were highly homozygous, and 
the genetic distances among these plants varied from 0.01 to 0.02. The off-type progenies varied 
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in genetic distance to the DAALs from 0.01 to 0.13, and possessed heterozygosity across the 
genome.  One of the genotyped progenies, LG15-30695-1, derived from a DAAL progenitor, 
was described as having a lighter pod color and better pod set than the DAAL in the same row.  
The genetic distance between LG15-30695-1 and LG15-30695-2, a typical DAAL plant from the 
same row, was 0.11 with changes noted on all twenty chromosomes.  Most polymorphic markers 
were heterozygous in LG15-30695-1, except for 11 SNPs located on chromosome 3, 9, 13, and 
15 (Figure 4.3).   
 
Explanation for phenotypic changes 
 Several hypotheses for the unexpected phenotypic changes among the DAAL-derived 
lines have been proposed.  DNA mutation was the first suspected cause for the phenotypic 
changes within the lines that were expected to breed true.  Wide hybridization to a perennial 
relative could have activated or introduced mutation mechanisms into the DAAL-derived 
progenies.  The mutation could have occurred at random positions in the genome, but when it 
mutated a functional gene and caused a phenotypic change, the occurrence was more likely to be 
observed.  This hypothesis could explain the genetic changes at T, I, and Dt1 loci, and was 
supported by the novel allele at the T locus that has not been previously reported.  However, 
genotyping data from the Illumina Beadchip array found that the deviants differed from its sister 
line or progenitor on between seven (LG15-30473-1) to all twenty (LG15-30899-5) 
chromosomes.  It is highly unlikely to have simultaneous DNA mutations on more than seven 
chromosomes.  If the mutation happened at one allele, the progenies would be expected to 
segregate in a 3:1 dominant to recessive ratio, but the data from the progeny rows from the 
yellow deviants didn’t meet that expectation.   
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 Transposition elements was another candidate cause for the phenotypic changes.  
Transposable elements are known for randomly inserting into a functional gene and resulting in 
phenotypic changes in soybeans (Palmer et al., 1989; Bhattacharyya et al., 1997; Zabala and 
Vodkin, 2008; Kanazawa et al., 2009) and “jumping” out from a gene would cause differences in 
gene expression (Xu et al., 2010).  Also, researchers have reported that tissue culture could 
induce activation of transposable element (Peschke et al., 1987; Brettell and Dennis, 1991; 
Peschke and Phillips, 1991; Hirochika, 1993; Hirochika et al., 1996).  Since during the making of 
these fertile DAALs multiple generations involve tissue culture, it is possible that transposable 
element activation has been increased among the DAAL-derived population and some of the 
transposable elements in the genome caused the phenotypic changes.  This could also explain the 
unexpected segregation ratio in the seed coat color.  The I locus is a multi-CHS gene cluster that 
induces gene silencing to the restrict pigmentation in the seed coat. Gene expression depends on 
the characteristics and the insertion site of the transposable element and the scenarios among the 
selfed progenies of the yellow seeded deviants could become very complicated.   The failure to 
amplify fragment #8 in the I locus structure verification could possibly due to a large insertion in 
the region; However, obtained genotyping data was not sufficient to draw any conclusion.  
Whether transposons play an important role in the phenotypic variation and changes documented 
among the DAAL-derived progeny requires a targeted methodology which was not employed in 
this research.    
Another possible cause was cross-pollination.  The deviant with changed phenotypes was 
F1 hybrid from out-crossing between the progenitor and an unknown pollen source.  The genome 
wide heterozygosity captured in the Illumina Beadchip array in the deviants with dominant traits 
and the phenotypically distinct progenies from DAALs support this hypothesis.  The few 
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homozygous alternative alleles in the seeds from the F1 plants were likely because of the limited 
number of seeds bulked for genotyping, or the DNA hybridization process failed to capture the 
reference allele from the progenitor.  Cross-pollination seems to be the most likely explanation 
for the observed results.  Similarly, the level of heterozygosity in the off-type plants collected 
within the DAAL rows suggested cross-pollination could also result in the presence of off-types 
plants.  When a DAAL was crossed to a soybean (2n=40), the F1 hybrid has only 41 
chromosomes, and the selfed progeny from this MAAL is most likely to lose the extra G. 
tomentella chromosome and be left with 40 soybean chromosomes.  Thus, the cross-pollination 
in the progenitor DAALs eliminated the extra pair of G. tomentella chromosomes and produced 
disomic progeny population with diverse genotypes caused by the foreign pollen.  In later 
generations, some of the disomic progenies derived from the DAAL continued to cross-pollinate 
and resulted in the increasing phenotypic variation among the DAAL-derived population.  
However, the rate of DAALs losing the extra chromosomes that do not associate with phenotypic 
change was not observed in this experiment.  For example, the occurrence of any DAAL 
autonomously losing the G. tomentella chromosomes, and the progeny remained the same 
phenotype as the DAAL was not documented.  All the plants with the described DAAL 
characteristics have been presumed to have 42 chromosomes, but not all were confirmed in the 
laboratory.  Although losing the extra chromosomes should result in the phenotypic change and 
most likely the progeny  would resemble Dwight, it is possible that exception exists. 
 If the changes in phenotypes were the result from natural cross-pollination, the observed 
rates of phenotypic changes are in fact estimations of the natural cross-pollination rate among the 
population.  The natural hybridization rate in the DAALs varied from 3% to 9%, which is 
significantly higher than the rate among the disomic progenies, 0.2% to 1.3%, and any 
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documented rates using fertile disomic soybean in the literature.  Soybean is considered a self-
pollination species, and its natural cross-pollination rate depends on the proximity of the pollen 
source and presence of pollen vectors.  The rate is less than 0.5% between plants in neighboring 
rows and about 1% between plants in close contact. (Weber and Hanson, 1961).  Using 
populations segregating for genetic male sterility (Nelson and Bernard, 1979) did not find pollen 
movement beyond 10 meters.  In this research, soybean lines were blocked in the field by trait of 
interest; thus, the pollen source for these hybridization events was introduced from some distance 
by vectors.  Some of the phenotypes observed in the replicated field study in Chapter 1, such as 
glabrous plants, curly pubescence, male sterility, and various seed coat color, such as imperfect 
black, reddish brown, and buff, do not exist among current soybean cultivars.  The most likely 
pollen source would have been from accessions from the USDA Soybean Germplasm Collection, 
which were being grown on Crop Science Research and Demonstration Center at the University 
of Illinois.  In none of the years of this research were germplasm plots grown within 100 meters 
of fields in which this research was done.  Pollen movement for natural hybridization over this 
distance has never been reported.  If the deviants were F1 hybrids, the F2 generation should 
follow 3:1 dominant to recessive segregation ratio.  This hypothesis didn’t explain the non-
Mendelian segregation ratio within the progeny rows from yellow seeded deviants.   
  The phenomenon of increased cross-pollination rate in the DAAL and the derived 2n=40 
progenies seems to be heritable.  The higher rate of out-crossing among the DAALs comparing 
to its soybean parent Dwight could be due to genes located on the extra G. tomentella 
chromosome pair or genes that have been introgressed into the soybean chromosomes from G. 
tomentella.  For the disomic progenies, the genetic changes would have to be in the soybean 
genome.  The gene could either promote fertilization with foreign pollen or negatively impact 
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self-pollination.  If a pollen recognition mechanism was introduced into the population, such as 
the self-incompatibility in cabbage (Hiscock, 2002), pollen produced from other plants would be 
more favorable than pollen from the same plant.  Soybean pollen doesn’t survive an extended 
period of time after being shed from the anther and its viability drops drastically over time.  
Preference of foreign pollen over native could explain why pollen from long distance, which 
presumably is less competitive, was able to fertilize the DAAL-derived lines.   However, the 
relatively low rates of out-crossing are not consistent with self-incompatibility.  A gene p2 has 
been reported to have pleiotropic effects to produce minute pubescence and also reduce pollen 
vigor in soybean.  Due to less pollen vigor, the natural cross-pollination rate could be increased 
to about 10% depends on the abundance of pollinators (Bernard and Jaycox, 1969).  The greater 
out-crossing rate within the DAALs than in the disomic progeny could relate to DAAL pollen 
being less competitive in fertilization since it has poor pod setting, but most of the disomic 
progenies do not have visible issue with self-fertility.  If pollen shedding time was delayed, the 
open window for pollen-carrying pollinators become wider and thus increase the chance of 
cross-pollination.  Changes in the anther cell walls or the speed in the microsporogenesis can 
reduce the success rate of self-pollination, which has been found to be the cause to exceptionally 
high cross-pollination rate in soybean T31 (Culbertson and Hymowitz, 1990). 
 Further investigation is required to confirm that natural cross-pollination rate was 
increased within the DAAL-derived population and to determine whether the documented 
phenotypic variation was result from natural cross-pollination.  The natural cross-pollination rate 
in this study was based on the occurrence of off-types from the DAAL rows.  DAALs grown 
under controlled environment absent of pollinators, such as a screen house, would demonstrate 
the frequency of DAAL autonomously losing the alien chromosomes.  Comparing the 
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frequencies between controlled and open environment could indicate the contribution of cross-
pollination to the loss of alien chromosomes.  Growing DAALs with a pollen donor with an 
obvious marker trait in close proximity and abundant pollinators could test the susceptibility of 
the DAALs to cross-pollination and determine the maximum frequency of cross-pollination 
within the DAALs.  The other key question to understand is the pollen movement to the DAAL-
derived population.  There has been multiple studies to document the pollen movement in 
soybean fields (Boerma and Moradshahi, 1975; Nelson and Bernard, 1979; Palmer et al., 1983).  
The documented variations in Chapter 1 indicate that some pollen travelled hundreds of meters 
and no research so far has track tracked the movement of soybean pollen over such distances.  
The challenge of designing field experiments for studying long distance soybean pollen 
movement remains. 
 
Conclusions 
 The phenotypic changes among the DAALs from an intersubgeneric cross between G. 
max and G. tomentella and the DAAL-derived disomic progeny lines was examined through 
field testing and genotyping. The documented frequency of off-types plants within the DAAL 
rows varied from 3% to 9% from 2013 to 2016, while the occurrence of deviant plants with 
dominant traits among the DAAL-derived disomic progenies was from 0.2% to 1.3%.  The data 
from Illumina SOY6KSNP Beadchip array showed genome-wide heterozygosity within the off-
type plants and deviants, which indicates that the unexpected phenotypic changes were caused by 
natural cross-pollination.  This hypothesis is supported by the fact that the majority of the 
observed genetic variants within the disomic progenies were consistent with previous soybean 
findings.  Natural cross-pollination has been documented to be highly unusual on the University 
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of Illinois Crop Sciences Research and Education Center in Urbana, and the long-distance pollen 
movement required for the occurrence of some of the phenotypes has never been demonstrated.  
Other hypotheses, such as random mutation and transposable elements, could explain some of 
the data, but neither seem to likely explanations based on totality of the current data.  
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Figures and Tables 
 
Figure 4.1 Physical locations of the SNP markers in the Illumina Soy6KSNPChip Beadarray. 
Each grey line marks the physical position of one SNP marker in soybean genome. 
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Figure 4.2 Physical locations of the polymorphic SNPs between LG15-30899-5, an 
indeterminate deviant, and LG15-30899-1, a determinate sister line of the deviant used as a 
reference.  Heterozygous SNPs in the reference were excluded from analysis.  Each line marks 
the physical location of a polymorphic SNP in the soybean genome. Red lines indicate 
heterozygous SNPs in the deviant and blue lines indicate homozygous SNPs. 
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Figure 4.3 Physical locations of the polymorphic SNPs between LG15-30695-1, an off-type 
progeny, and LG15-30695-1, a DAAL sister line used as a reference.  Heterozygous SNPs in the 
reference were excluded from analysis.  Each line marks the physical location of a polymorphic 
SNP in the soybean genome. Red lines indicate heterozygous SNPs in the deviant and blue lines 
indicate homozygous SNPs. 
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Table 4.1  Field observations on the DAAL-derived disomic progenies for three traits.  Seeds 
from single plants with one of the recessive traits, black seed coat or grey pubescence, were 
planted in rows in independent blocks from 2014 to 2016. Plant rows with determinate growth 
type were observed from 2015 to 2016.  Each single plant row was documented for the number 
of plants of each phenotypes of interest.  
Seed Coat Color Pubescence Color Stem Termination 
 2014 2015 2016  2014 2015 2016  2015 2016 
No. of 
black 
seeded 
rows 
131 213 68 
No. of 
grey 
rows 
65 111 437 
No. of 
determinate 
rows 
82 140 
No. of 
yellow 
seeded 
plants 
43 26 31 
No. of 
tawny 
plants 
23 47 66 
No. of 
indeterminate 
plants 
6 9 
No. of 
black 
seeded 
plants 
3961 8500 2715 
No. of 
grey 
plants 
1699 4360 
1835
4 
No. of 
determinate 
plants 
2468 5600 
%1 1.1 0.3 1.1 % 1.3 1.1 0.4 % 0.2 0.2 
1: The percentage is calculated as the number of the deviant plants with the dominant 
phenotype divided by total number of mature plants. 
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Table 4.2 Field observations of the DAALs from 2013 to 2016.  Seeds from single DAAL plants 
were planted in rows and documented for the number of deviant plants within each row.  
 
 
 
 
 
  
  No. of rows No. of deviant plants Total no. of plants Percentage1 
2013 131 72 2299 3% 
2014 30 48 558 9% 
2015 36 23 635 4% 
2016 28 18 494 4% 
Total 225 161 3986 4% 
1: The percentage is calculated as the number of the deviant plants divided by the 
total number of mature plants. 
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Table 4.3 Segregation ratio among progenies from yellow seed coat, grey pubescence, and indeterminate deviants from 2014 to 2016.  
Each row was planted with a deviant plant collected from a row with a dominant phenotype. The numbers of plants with dominant and 
recessive traits were recorded within each row. 
Year Field row Seed source Trait1 
Observed no. 
of dominant 
phenotype 
Observed no. 
of recessive 
phenotype 
Expected no. 
of dominant 
phenotype 
Expected no. 
of recessive 
phenotype 
P-value 
from Chi2 
test 
2014 LG14-10014 LG13-7355-9 SC 0 9 7 2 0 
2014 LG14-10051 LG13-7360-19 SC 1 12 10 3 0 
2014 LG14-10063 LG13-7384-9 SC 24 8 24 8 1 
2014 LG14-10096 LG13-7426-23 SC 40 12 39 13 0.75 
2014 LG14-10111 LG13-7427-6 SC 33 11 33 11 1 
2014 LG14-10154 LG13-7453-10 SC 11 32 32 11 0 
2014 LG14-10166 LG13-7453-22 SC 19 0 14 5 0.01 
2015 LG15-29087 LG14-10009-38 SC 3 13 12 4 0 
2015 LG15-29111 LG14-10010-24 SC 40 0 30 10 0 
2015 LG15-29112 LG14-10010-25 SC 9 2 8 3 0.60 
2015 LG15-29142 LG14-10011-29 SC 32 11 32 11 0.93 
2015 LG15-29190 LG14-10012-42 SC 6 16 17 6 0 
2015 LG15-29235 LG14-10054-6 SC 34 13 35 12 0.67 
2015 LG15-29237 LG14-10054-8 SC 0 40 30 10 0 
2015 LG15-29244 LG14-10054-15 SC 19 6 19 6 0.91 
2015 LG15-29254 LG14-10054-25 SC 36 10 35 12 0.61 
2015 LG15-29281 LG14-10107-13 SC 22 15 28 9 0.03 
2015 LG15-29282 LG14-10107-14 SC 23 17 30 10 0.01 
2015 LG15-29293 LG14-10107-25 SC 27 9 27 9 1 
2015 LG15-29314 LG14-10107-46 SC 4 1 4 1 0.80 
2015 LG15-30478 LG14-12123-1 PC 18 2 15 5 0.12 
2015 LG15-30479 LG14-12123-2 PC 30 5 26 9 0.14 
2015 LG15-30532 LG14-12154-25 PC 35 11 35 12 0.86 
2016 LG16-7256 LG15-29052-1 SC 35 3 29 10 0.01 
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Table 4.3 Cont. 
2016 LG16-7276 LG15-29061-1 SC 11 17 21 7 0 
2016 LG16-7296 LG15-29068-1 SC 39 8 35 12 0.21 
2016 LG16-7316 LG15-29074-1 SC 36 6 32 11 0.11 
2016 LG16-7336 LG15-29078-1 SC 29 11 30 10 0.72 
2016 LG16-7370 LG15-29090-1 SC 30 11 31 10 0.79 
2016 LG16-7391 LG15-29092-1 SC 25 8 25 8 0.92 
2016 LG16-7392 LG15-29092-2 SC 32 5 28 9 0.11 
2016 LG16-7403 LG15-29092-13 SC 25 10 26 9 0.63 
2016 LG16-7410 LG15-29092-20 SC 22 8 23 8 0.83 
2016 LG16-7433 LG15-29111-3 SC 28 9 28 9 0.92 
2016 LG16-7451 LG15-29116-1 SC 24 6 23 8 0.53 
2016 LG16-7587 LG15-29158-11 SC 0 5 4 1 0 
2016 LG16-7597 LG15-29273-1 SC 25 9 26 9 0.84 
2016 LG16-7617 LG15-29277-1 SC 29 2 23 8 0.02 
2016 LG16-7878 LG15-30341-1 PC 20 6 20 7 0.82 
2016 LG16-7882 LG15-30341-5 PC 15 7 17 6 0.46 
2016 LG16-7890 LG15-30345-1 PC 19 7 20 7 0.82 
2016 LG16-7891 LG15-30345-2 PC 17 8 19 6 0.42 
2016 LG16-7934 LG15-30346-1 PC 10 3 10 3 0.87 
2016 LG16-7935 LG15-30346-2 PC 24 12 27 9 0.25 
2016 LG16-7985 LG15-30348-2 PC 30 6 27 9 0.25 
2016 LG16-7986 LG15-30348-3 PC 24 7 23 8 0.76 
2016 LG16-8017 LG15-30353-31 PC 25 12 28 9 0.30 
2016 LG16-8060 LG15-30372-1 PC 31 7 29 10 0.35 
2016 LG16-8100 LG15-30400-2 PC 21 12 25 8 0.13 
2016 LG16-8102 LG15-30400-4 PC 27 8 26 9 0.77 
2016 LG16-8103 LG15-30400-5 PC 23 10 25 8 0.48 
2016 LG16-8123 LG15-30430-9 PC 28 13 31 10 0.32 
2016 LG16-8124 LG15-30430-10 PC 30 6 27 9 0.25 
2016 LG16-8125 LG15-30430-11 PC 28 8 27 9 0.70 
2016 LG16-8166 LG15-30434-39 PC 35 9 33 11 0.49 
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2016 LG16-8169 LG15-30445-3 PC 37 8 34 11 0.26 
2016 LG16-8170 LG15-30445-4 PC 42 7 37 12 0.08 
2016 LG16-8171 LG15-30445-5 PC 36 6 32 11 0.11 
2016 LG16-8189 LG15-30473-1 PC 25 8 25 8 0.92 
2016 LG16-8190 LG15-30473-2 PC 28 8 27 9 0.70 
2016 LG16-8234 LG15-30479-9 PC 27 7 26 9 0.55 
2016 LG16-8235 LG15-30479-10 PC 15 4 14 5 0.69 
2016 LG16-8285 LG15-30499-1 PC 22 12 26 9 0.17 
2016 LG16-8286 LG15-30499-2 PC 30 8 29 10 0.57 
2016 LG16-8356 LG15-30522-39 PC 38 5 32 11 0.04 
2016 LG16-8357 LG15-30522-40 PC 31 10 31 10 0.93 
2016 LG16-8359 LG15-30532-2 PC 13 7 15 5 0.30 
2016 LG16-8360 LG15-30532-3 PC 18 8 20 7 0.50 
2016 LG16-8361 LG15-30532-4 PC 30 5 26 9 0.14 
2016 LG16-8362 LG15-30532-5 PC 23 9 24 8 0.68 
2016 LG16-8387 LG15-30073-1 ST 12 8 15 5 0.12 
2016 LG16-8388 LG15-30073-2 ST 23 8 23 8 0.92 
2016 LG16-8569 LG15-30196-5 ST 21 7 21 7 1.00 
2016 LG16-8681 LG15-30253-39 ST 18 10 21 7 0.19 
1: Abbreviation for traits: SC seed coat color, PC pubescence color, and ST stem termination. 
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Table 4.4  Genetic distances between selected deviant lines and the line from which it is was derived, Dwight, and Williams 82 using 
Illumina beadchip array.  The distance is calculated by 1- identity by state, which is the probability that randomly selected markers in 
two lines are identical. 
 
  
Deviant Reference1 
Distance 
between Deviant 
and Reference 
Distance from Dwight 
Distance from Williams 
82 
Entry Desc2 Entry Desc2  Deviant Reference Deviant Reference 
LG15-29052-1 Y LG15-29052-2 Bl 0.08 0.27 0.29 0.32 0.33 
LG15-29090-1 Y LG15-29090-2 Bl 0.15 0.17 0.3 0.28 0.33 
LG15-29292-1 Y LG15-29292-45 Bl 0.14 0.15 0.29 0.28 0.33 
LG15-29299-1 Y LG15-29299-2 Bl 0.09 0.23 0.21 0.33 0.32 
LG15-29118-2 Y LG15-29118-1 Bl 0.12 0.25 0.22 0.34 0.31 
LG15-30345-1 T LG15-30345-3 G 0.1 0.26 0.29 0.34 0.36 
LG15-30346-2 T LG15-30346-3 G 0.15 0.25 0.3 0.31 0.33 
LG15-30372-1 T LG15-30372-2 G 0.08 0.2 0.21 0.32 0.32 
LG15-30434-39 T LG15-30434-1 G 0.05 0.18 0.18 0.3 0.3 
LG15-30473-1 T LG15-30473-3 G 0.01 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 
LG15-30253-39 N LG15-30253-22 D 0.06 0.23 0.23 0.3 0.3 
LG15-30899-5 N LG15-30899-1 D 0.15 0.17 0.28 0.31 0.37 
1: The sister line from the same plant row as the deviant was used as reference. 
2: Trait of interest and phenotypic description of the line: Y: yellow seed coat; Bl: black seed coat; D: determinate; N: indeterminate; 
T: tawny pubescence; G: grey pubescence. 
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SUMMARY 
The soybean genetic diversity in North America is extremely narrow.  Introducing novel 
and beneficial genes from a perennial relative G. tomentella has been one of the efforts to 
alleviate the lack of diversity situation in soybean.  This research indicates that cross pollination 
is the most likely cause of the loss of G. tomentella chromosomes among DAALs and the change 
in phenotypes among the deviant DAAL progenies.  Most of the phenotypes were identified to 
be caused by genetics that were known to soybean, and none of the variants matched the G. 
tomentella allele.  Novel alleles have also been identified from the derived population, such as a 
new grey pubescence allele; however, there was not any evidence showing that these alleles had 
a G. tomentella origin.  Therefore, whether this DAAL-derived highly diverse population is a 
carrier of G. tomentella genes requires further investigation. 
 Confirming that cross-pollination rate is elevated in these DAALs and DAAL-derived 
lines, and knowing the origin of the diversity among the DAAL-derived population may not 
come from G. tomentella casts doubt on the usefulness any of the derived line in future breeding 
programs.  So far, the wide range of phenotypic variation and unexpected changes have only 
been documented in this population of lines that was descended from the same original DAAL. 
No similar phenomenon was observed in other G. tomentella-derived progenies.  Therefore, the 
findings in the study should not discourage the attempt to bring genetic diversity into soybean 
from the perennials.  Further research to confirm natural cross-pollination rate was increased in 
this DAAL-derived population and to find the cause to the cross-pollination will greatly help 
understand what is happening in this DAAL-derived population, gain knowledge on the genetics 
of G. tomentella, and build the foundation of any future exploitation of genetic resources among 
the perennial Glycine.  
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